TUESDAY ISSUE

The Courier-gaze TTE.
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EVERY-OTHER-DAY
Three Dollars a Year.

THREE-TIME8-A-WEEK
BY THE ROCKLAND PUBLISHING CO.

RADIOLA III
PRICE

ALL THE HOME NEWS

$35.00

Radiola HI. is a two tube regenerative receiver, dry
battery operated of an improved type, will operate
a loud speaker on the nearer stations and with head
phones it will receive up to 1500 miles Clear. Selec
tive, non-radiating complete with two tubes, one
pair phones, but less batteries,........................ $35.00
NOTE—Demand is far greater than supply. We are filling orders
in rotation as received. For early delivery order NOW.

Radiola Ill. Balanced Amplifier, a two tube improved
amplifier unit which when added to the Radiola III.
constitutes a Four Tube Receiver second to none in
performance and which operates a loud speaker un
der all conditions. Price with two tubes . . $30.00
WILL BE READY FOR DELIVERY SOON

u

Subscription $3.00 per year payable la adrance ; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates baaed upon circulation and
very reasonable.
Communications upon topics of general laterit are solicited.
Published every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
urday morning, from 469 Mala Street. Rock
land, Maine.
Entered at the postoffice in Rockland for clruiation at second-lass postal rates
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Tlie Rockland Gazette was established in
1846. in 1874 the Courier was established,
and consolidated with the Gazette lit 1882.
The Fiee Press was established in 1855. and
In 1891 changed Its name to tlie Tr’bune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
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MRS. BROWN’S PULLETS

Earning Good Pin Money For
Her, and She Likes the Ex

ercise.

Maine Music Co.
Rockland, Maine

HARDESTY
PEERLESS FLOUR
Standard of the World in the pure white hag
PEERLESS makes white bread The eoler is secured by
careful milling.

THURSDAY AND SATURDAY.

LISTEN TO THESE HENS

J. W. Griest, general manager of the
Retail Merchants’ Institute of Chicago,
ho will he the speaker at the get-to
gether meeting of the Chamber of Com
merce Friday night at the Rockland
Hotel, Is an authority on retail matters
and' has appeared before some of the
best business organizations in the
country. He Is not a theorist but one
of the most practical men in his line of
ork.
In his address Friday night he will
give concrete figures tending to show
the value of efficient advertising, and
ill analyze business In a general way,
showing the need of practical training
along those lines which every retail
merchant uses, such as co-operation,
ade extension, salesmanship, adversing. personal efficiency, and organi
zation work. Mr. Griest has taken as
his subject, "The Need of Practical
Training in Business." and it goes
without saying that he will deliver an
address which will not only be helpful,
but very interesting to the business
interests of Rockland. Many of the
members of the Chamber of Commerce
have returned the post cards which
ere sent out last Saturday, and Imit
ations point to a large turnout.
This meeting Is not open to members
of the Chamber of Commerce only, but
o ar.y merchant or business men in
the city who wish to attend. Reserva
tions can be made at the Chamber of
Commerce office, but must positively
he In not later than Thursday nt 5
clock, as the number who can attend
Is limited.
The entertainment committre. conslstig of Charles A. Emery, chairman.
Inwood Rogers. Elmer Joyce, E. H.
rie. J. E. Sullivan. George Orcutt nnd
.1. W. Robinson, will on Wednesday
check up the sales of tickets, and any
one not making their reservation al
the Chamber of Commerce office can
procure tickets from them.

JEWELER OPTOMETRIST

All the Latest in Glasses

THE NEW DODGE CAR

PBERLESS c insists of the choicest part of the wheat
Order HARDESTY'S PEERLESS when you need (lour.
There Is a PEERLESS FLOUR being advertised at a
much lower price than this high grade Hardesty's Pen-,
less can b? scid at.

Beware it is not Hardesty's Peerless Flour.

Rockland Wholesale Grocery Co.
Distributors
31-T-10

BATTERIES

OREL E. DAVIES

SOI MAIN 8T, ROCKLAND
lOtf

WANTED

to exchange now furniture for your old. Wo must keep our second
hand department filled, and are willing to axchango now modern
furniture for vour old: also ranges and musical instrument*.

27#2W MA,N *T- ROCKLAN°

On the job—in
your ccr—that's
where Exide Bat
teries earned their
reputation “the
long-life battery.”
HOUSE-SHFRMAN, INC.

Rockland, Maine

We handle only tenulne Exide parte

BEAUTY and SYMMETRY
THE KEYNOTE

a

The world’s largest baseball, seven
feet three inches In diameter and
weighing 350 pounds, is rolling toward
New York for the opening game of the
major league season. Mayor Dever,
Senator Mi dill McCormick, and Briga
dier General George Van Horn Moseley
today gave the big sphere the first
push on its 7,000 miles trans-conti
nental journey.
The hall will he rolled through 35
states by students of the Citizens’
Military Training Camps to call at
tention to the Government's citizenship
and camping program. Its Itinerary
Includes a visit to President Coolidge
and takes in Detroit, Buffalo, Phila
delphia, New Orleans, Los Angeles and
Denver. About 18 months will be re
quired for the trip.
After reaching New York the ball
will be used extensively throughout the
states of New York, New Jersey and
Delaware Co interest young men In the
C. M. T. Camps opening at Platts
burg and other Army posts in July and
August, according to the announce,
•nent by the Military Camps Associa
tion."
It is announced from the First Corps
Area Headquarters that an effort will
be made to have a number of New
England cities included in its itinerary
this unusual snd interesting base
ball.
There are in New England
about 5000 graduates of former Citi
zens' Military Training Camps which
have been held at Camp Devens, Mass.,
and Fort H. G. Wright, New York, in
the past three summers.

Four-Passenger Coupa Meeting With
Approval.—Many Popular Features.
To meet a distinct need for a car of
convenient size that would comfort
ably seat four people Dodge Brothers
designed and produced their new fourpassenger coupe.
The body of the coupe, which Is of
composite construction, is one of the
finest examples of coach builders* art
The seating arrangement Is staggered
with a sent of folding design at the
side of the driver.
One feature Is
the fact that the driver sits directly
behind the steering wheel—not at an
angle. Four passengers can he seated
with the utmost comfort. Also, the
doors are extra wide, allowing ease of
movement in getting in and out. Disc |
wheels are standard equipment on the
new coupe, as are window rtgulators,
a dome light and hardware of Dodge
Brothers own design. The four-pas-1
senger coupe is attractive in appear
ance and conforms in every detail to
modern design.

' North

National
■ Bank
This remarkably beautiful and perfectly balanced Walnut Bedroom Outfit is an
example of

f

Unparalleled in Merchandising

Let

Figuring our 20% Discount

V. F. STUDLEY, INC.
279-285 MAIN STREET.

ROCKLAND, ME.

IN GRANITE CENTERS

A Variety of Reports From
Various New England Quar
ries.

• • • e

gs'c^'0'1

North Jay—They are working 40 anil
50 stonecutters here this winter. That
keeps quite a bunch of the boys workDemonstrator
ng.
They have five or six small jobs
Show You
t the present time but let us hope
they get something larger In the near
^9,on
future for the Maine and New Hamp
shire Granite corporation can handle
ny kind of a job from the size of a
ELECTRIC
marker up to columns of 80 tons.
CLEANER
Graniteville, Vt.—Business Is good
ith the companies that have signed
Hewillquickly
up with us.
There Is going to be a
show you why
joint conference In the stock question
thebettercleansome time this month and we think
lot of good will come out of It.
eriscalled“the
Brothers, let us all put our shoulder
most faithful ser
to the wheel nnd do our part and we
vant that ever enan settle the stock question once and
tered the home.”
for all time by letting the unfair stone
lore in the quarry or shed or wherCall, write or telephone
ver it may be.
THE TORRINGTON
SHOP
Milford, N. H.—Not much doing in
the quarry business here in the winter
€38 MAIN STREET, NORTHEND
time.
Some of them are shut down
For Free Demonstration
entirely during the winter months
bile the others are doing a lltil
F. L GRIFFIN, Manager
when the weather la good.
There is
Boston-Domestic Appliance Co.
generally a resumption of businei;.Exclusive New England Distributors. bout the first of April.
34Tu*Th41
North Sullivan—Base business has
been, good this winter In town anil a
few quarrymen have been employed
getting grout for the bridge.
We
on’t look for business to start here
before April 1.
Barre, Vt.—Business is very good
—AT—
here at present and looks very fa
curable for a good summer.
Milford, Mass.—There is no great
hange In business since my last r
port. We look forward to lively tim
now that the good old springtime is
almost with us. -It does seem that the
present condition cannot last much
EASY TERMS OR CASH
longer. There must be an end to the
I9-tf
slump in the granite industry.

RADIO SETS

CARVER’S

BOOK STORE

RADIO
Sets Built To Order
ASSEMBLING AND REPAIR

WORK

Over the Expraaa Office

R. W. TYLER
ROCKLAND, - - MAINE

Thia Institution—

Pays 4% on Savings Accounts.
Soils High Grade Investment Bonds.
poration, Government, Municipal.

Cor

Makes First Mortgage Real Estate Loans.

Offers Safe Deposit Facilities.

We invito you to open a checking account at this Bank, and
you will soon realize tho convenience of Paying by Check.

PRICE COMPLETE $105.60

Fishermen’s luck!
The expression is a common oncand generally refers to the angler
who stands on the bank of a mos
quito Infested brook, and eventually
lands a trout of uncertain length and
weight.
But for real fishermen’s luck behold
the crew of the steam trawler Loon
which netted
more
from
the
trip than some fishermen earn all
winter.
The Loon, which is owned and op
erated by the Deep Sea Fisheries,
Inc., and is commanded by Capt. El.
OJson of Portland, came back from
the banks with 287,000 pounds of cod,
haddock, pollock and halibut.
When
the fare was Sold to Burnham &
Morrill of Portland it was found that
the craft had stocked $7,200 on its
trip.
Capt. Olson and the chief engineer
received $400 apiece, the mate and
assistant received $275 each, the cook
received $172, the firemen $150 and
the nlr.e fishermen $200 each.
This
is slid to he the best record made by
a New England trawler this season.
Fishermen's luck, indeed!

From the branch correspondence ir.
the current issue of the Quarry Wo-kers' Journal the following interesting
items are gleaned:

Safekeeping for Bonds.

STUDLEY QUALITY AND STUDLEY VALUE

LUCK OF THE LOON

BOYS' CONFERENCE

For Friday Night’s Chamber Being Rolled Toward New Rockland Trawler Stocked Knox County Will Be Well
Represented At Augusta
York For Opening of Major
$7200 On Its Last Trip—
of Commerce Banquet—
Next Week.
B _
League Season.
Catch, 287,000 Pounds.
Griest To Speak.

Taxation of signboards on the high
ways as an aid to Maine publicity
is proposed in a VII which is to be
presented to the next sen. ion of the
Maine Legislature.
It is said that the hill will ask that
he revenue derived from the taxing
of sign boards be used for the prepara
on of literature calling attention to
the resources anJ attractions of the
State of Maine, which shall be divtri
butt'd ihy tiie State librarian.
Under present conditions, it is point
ed out. when the State librarian reelves Inquiries for literature setting
forth the attractions of Maine to tour
ists and other visitors hp is obliged to
refer them to the Maine Publicity Bu
eau.
With a fund at the disposal of tin
State fi r the preparation and distri
bution of literature of that sort, much
additional valuable publicity could he
given to advertising Maine, say the
proponents of th? measure.

Editor of The Courier-fJazette:—
Reading so many Items in our good
old Courier-Gazette about hens leads
me to say a few. words In regard to
my little flock of 70 S. C. W. Leghorns
They were June-liatcned. 1923. and
began laying Nov. 5.
From Dec. 1
until March 1. 1924, they laid 5.14.1
eggs, ai d are still keeping up the gi od
work. Cun you heat It?
F. S. Gould
East Union, March 17.

ENORMOUS BASEBALL

TICKETS GOING WELL

Camden, March 14.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Having read the articles others have
written about how well their pullets
are doing this winter I thought. I
should like to write to you about mine,
We have 28 pullets, hatched in May
and June, 1923. They commenced to
lay the week before Thanksgiving. Got
an egg almost ev-ry day the first few
weeks. Sold about $8.50 worth in Dec
ember. By January they were laying
fine. Jan. 7. 20 eggs; Jan. 27, 22 eggs;not
bad for 28 pullets. They laid about
eight double yolked eggs in January.
Feb. C got another. They have not
laid a double yo'ked egg since. Wc
have sold about $45.45 of eggs
besides they have laid lots of unsaleable
ones, and have 44i dozen we shall sell
next week. I have taken the most of
the care of them. I think It gives me- the
fresh air and the outdoor exercise I
* TO TAX SIGNBOARDS
need. If anyone's pullets have done
better than these I should like to hear
One Way Of Raising Funds To Be
about it.
Mrs. II. L. Brown.
R. F. n.. Hope road. Camd.n
Used For Publicity Purposes.

PEERLESS makes delicious and nutritious bread be
cause

V. F. STUDLEY,INC.

Volume 79.................. Number 34.
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UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

Rockland, Maine

SOME TIMELY TOPICS

With Which Educational Club Mem
bers Are Expected To Bo Familiar.

“How Wet Is Washington, D. C.?”
"What is the Insurance plan for
World War Veterans? Do all receive?”
Who are Doheny, Dougherty, Denby,
McLean, Fall, McAdoo, Walsh, Ben
nett, L< nroot, Major, Mellon, Haynes,
Slemp, Ladd, Forbes, whose names are
found in press headlines?
What of the Bonus bill?
What of Howard Carter?
What of Forbes and the Veterans’
Bureau Investigation?
What of the Doctrinal War?
What of Coolidge's Appeal as to Tax
Bill?
What of Filipino Freedom?
What of British Finance?
THE WANTERKNOW COLUMN
What of Lenine's Successor?
What of Teapot Dome Scandal?
With Special Anxiety In the Matter
What of Bryan and Evolution?
of the "Swamp Angel.”
What of Future Immigration?
Brief reports gs to the above other
Editor of The Courier-Gazette; —
questions of the hour yet to be re
When I submitted the list of ques vealed arc request!<1 for next Friday
tions a few weeks ago I felt quite sure of Educational Club members.
that more interest would he manifested
The 26th annual fttnte counsel cf
and that with every issue of the paper
there would be new questions and that Maine Daughters of the American
we would have a real sis-ial and home- Revolution, will he held In MasonL;
like column; hut so far 1 have been Tempi!'. Bath. March 19-20, with Col.
Spec
disappointed, as I have seen no men Dummer Hewall Chapter host.
ial features of the program are Hon.
tion of the matter since.
I received a communication from n Harold Marsh Sewall's address sched
teacher in Rome, N. Y., who tells me uled for Wednesday afternoon, the
that a moron is a high grade mental banquet at Central parish house, and
defective.
I appreciate the pains she reception in Masonic temiple on Wed
took to answer the question, hut I nesday evening.
find myself wishing that those in our
own State, and uepeclally
Knox
Bath Times: The Knox County
County, might wake up and take In Ministerial association proposes that
terest enough to contribute to ihe l curfew law be passed In Rockland.
A committee was appointed to draw up
VVanterknow Column."
Since my list of questions was sent in a resolution to this effect to present
another question has been brought t to the city authorities.
Bath has had
me, which it seems to me some of our a curfew law for many years.
srhool children in the history classes
may be able to answer.
It relates t
Robert U. Colling Is prepared to ren
something which during ihe Civil War der assistance In making out Income
was called the “swamp angel."
Mv • ax returns.—adv.
tf
impression is that It was a big gun, hut
I am unable to tell much more abou
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
it.
Where was the swamp; which
army owned the gun; why did the
If I bad to live my life again I would hare
call it swamp angel; who made It; and
made a rule to read some poetry and listen to

was it a gun, or am I wandering in some music at least once a week. The loss of
these tastes Is a loss of happiness.—Charles
my wits?
All these questions follow me b Darwin.
day and haunt my dreams at nigh'
THE WATCHER
*
so will some one who really knows th
answer please send It in and reliei
She always leaned to watch for us.
Anxious If we were late,
my mind?
In winter by the window.
Adella F. Veazie.
In summer by the gate.
Rockland. March 16.

FOOT OF LIMEROCK STREET

North National Bank

Knox County is to send a delegation
of bright young fellows to the annual
lloys Conference which meets In Au
gusta. March 28-30.
Camden will
ave a bunch under charge of that live
ire, Secretary John Taylor, and It Is
expected that other towns will also be
presented.
Iloekland, which in its active Y. M.
A. days used to send a fine crowd
>f sterling boys, his not In recent
years been so well represented, but the
hurches have been asked individually
to send delegations anil it Is hoped
that our city may have a good quota.
The First Baptist church will send four
boys and doubtless other churches will
add to the number.
The Augusta Y. M. C. A. building,
one of the largest and best equipped
in the State, will he headquarters for
the 800 or more delegates of boys'
clubs from all parts of Maine.
Oov.
axter has been named chairman of
the general committee of 100 citizens
from that city, Gardiner, Hallowell.
Winthrop uml Winthrop Center.
Tho
delegates, some of whom will Journey
several hundred miles, will arrive Frily afternoon and register at the Y.
M. C. A. and assigned quarters.
In
the evening a big parade will be
>rmed, headed by the boys’ band of
airfield, and will march to City Hall,
here a banquet will be served.' I-ater
there will be addresses by Oov. Bax
ter, State Y. M. C. A. Secretary Jef
ferson Smith and local speakers.
'Saturday will be devoted to sectional
conferences, with discussions regard
ing activities next summer, which will
irgely center around the big summer
camps on the Shores of laike Cobbosseeeontee.
The howling alleys, swim
ming tank nnd assembly hall of the “Y”
will he given over to the visitors.
Under the direction of local guides,
groups will tour the city visiting tho
ixdnts of interest, wlhch will include
the State House, executive mansion,
wttiich originally \rtis the home of
James G. Blaine, Maine's famous
statesman, the various mills and the
latlonal soldiers’ home at Togus.
Saturday evening there will be a
mass meeting at City Hull, preceded
by a supper.
Sunday the delegates
will attend services at the various
churches and In the evening a big
union meeting will close the confer
ences.
One of the features ot tha
convention will be the presence oftha
Fairfield boys’ band, which has won a
State-wide reputation.
Maintenance or the State organiza
tion of the boys' club has been due
mainly to the efforts of State Y. M. C.,
A. Secretary Jefferson Smith, who not
only keeps in touch with the various
Clubs but assumes ull the details Incllent to the annual conventions.

WITHINGTON

ICE
Commence Delivery
APRIL 1st
TELEPHONE 166J

And though we mocked her tenderly
Who took such foolish care.
The long road home would seem more safe
Because she waited there.

.

Her thoughts were all so full of us,
She never could forget,
And so 1 think that where she Is
She must be watching yet.

,
‘

Watching till we come home to her,
Anxious If we are late.
Watching from Heaven’s window.
Leaning front Heaven’s gate.

—Margaret WlddeflMT.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 18, 1924.
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AFFIDAVIT

Rockland, March IS, 1924.
Personally appeard Frank S. Lyddie. who on
oath declares that he Is pressman In the office
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
the Issue of The Courier-Gazette of March 15,
1024, there was printed a total of 6,355 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.

GOSPEL OF CHRIST:—I am not
ashamed of the gospel of Christ: for it
is the power of (rod unto salvation to
every one that believeth: to the Jew
first, and also to the Greek.—Romans

1:16.

"END THIS BLATHERSKITING"
Not all the Democratic newspapers
of the country are following the lead
of the senators and congressmen who
in their unholy zeal to create partizan
material for use in the coming cam
paign are resorting to measures that
the general public is coming to look
upon with disgust. In its Saturday
Issue the Boston Post, under the head
ing atbove quoted, prints the following
editorial:
With the “testimony” of Gaston B.
Means, former German spy; once tried
for murder and now under indictment
for using the mails to defraud, comes
the most nauseating momtnt of the
whole series of investigations at Wash
ington.

SEATS

FIVE—AND

ROOM

TO

SPARE

Sit at ease behind this big eighteen-inch steering wheel!
The tilted, deep-cushioned seat—unusually wide—is as
restful as a library chair. There is plenty of leg-room,
too, in the front compartment. This car seats four other
passengers just as comfortably as the driver. The rear
door on the right, completely eliminates the cumber
some practice of climbing over front seats common to
many cars of its type. There is notable absence of body
noises, even after miles and miles of travel, due to the
sturdily built Dort chassis and fine Dort coachwork.
Ride in this smart coupe today. Know the thrill of sit
ting behind its lively, smooth-running, six-cylinder motor
that “operates in a bath of oil.”

Departments Increase, bureaus in
crease. divisions increase.
All the
forces of bureaucracy are constantly
engaged in making government more
expansive in detail. The trend toward
paternalism runs stronger when it is
not checked at regular intervals. Gov
ernment has grown from a simple
thing to a complicated web of regu
lation. And the President, with his
responsibiliy for the departments, finds
his work harder every year.
Roosevelt recognized the Presidency
as a gruelling office and went at it'
with all his robust nature, his uncon
querable spirit. He believed that it
was better to wear out than to rust
out; that sixty years of the strenuous
life were better than eighty years ot
the soft^ No amount of activity'could
have worn him down—the Butt let
ters are fresh reminders of that fact
—but pressure and detail had their
etTeet upon him.
Wilson did not spare himself either.
He was always busy in the days of
peace with tfome new reform. His
mind had ^urned toward government
from his school days.
lie had a
theory to apply to every apparent need
of the country and his confidence in
himself and his belief that he could
remedy a great many national evils
drove him to continual action. Even
if there had been no war Mr. Wilson
might have found himself a very tired
man at the end of his second term. He
had the aggressiveness of Roosevelt
but not his powerful physique.
Yet Mr. Wilson might have passed
safely (through the trying times of war
if he had not entered upon his
European adventure and followed It
with his terrific campaign for his
ideals. Here was a strain far more se
vere than the hardest tasks of the
White House. Its severity came from
the faot that Mr. Wilson held these
ideals in the utmost earnestness and
behind them was his determination
ihat they should r.ot fail.
But, aside from the question whether
llr. Wilson could have saved himself
for better health and longer years, the
fact remains that our Presidents are
dying young, far too young in an age
like this.—New York Herald.

NOW

. ............. Evcry-Other-Pav
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LENINGRAD

to

at

.

A “Dying City Named For

a Dead Man.”

In changing the name of Petrograd
to Leningrad the Soviet Government
has named a dying city after a dead
man. Moscow, like Vienna, Riga, and
Trieste, after passing under the shadow
ot poverty thrown by war devastation,
is once more on the path to prosperity,
but the city of the Tsars, despite its
glorious past, appears to be drifting
toward oblivion.
"Old St. Petersburg by any name will
always be known as a city, which, like
Tell-el-Amarna, the citadel of Tut
ankhamen’s father-in-law, was dedi
cated to a great ideal," a bulletin from
the National Geographic Society says.
"St. Petersburg was the lever used by
Peter the Great to lift Russia out of
her stodgy Asiastic habits into the
light of European culture and com
merce.
Loses Chief Right to Live

“ ‘Russia's window to Europe’ was
the significant designation of St.
Petersburg before the war and revolu
tion. Riga and Warsaw now are both
the doors and windows of Russia when
she chooses to use them, and with the
transfer of government to the more
centrally located city of Moscow, Len
ingrad has lost its chief reason for
being much more than a railway junc
tion. Before the war it had a popula
tion of 2,000.000. Now it has fewer
than one-third that number.
"Except for the main avenues, Len
ingrad's streets are deserted; graL
grows between the cobblestones, street
cars are running half empty when they
do run, most of the shops and gay res
taurants are closed. The harbor holds
no fleets even when the ice is out in
April. Leningrad offers a melancholy
sight to the tourist. Stately mansions
of royalty are tumbling in. Many were
Keystone Cigars—Mild,
Sumatra built on piles like houses in Venice or
Wrapper, Long Filler. At all stores.— Amsterdam and the foundations are
»4-tf
collapsing. Basements are filled with
the Neva's overflow and roofs and win
ROCKLAND
dow frames have been torn out long
ago to supply fuel for a desperate citi
LOAN AND BUILDING
zenry. Famous parks are wildernesses.
ASSOCIATION Gaunt factories are empty and still.
Long streets of laborers' homes dilapi
: : HAS PAID : :
dated, echo no sound.

5/2% DIVIDENDS

GEORGE M. HONS

How does
your market
get its meat?

Swift & Company

J. F.
GREGORY
SONS CO.

—•

FURNITURE CO.

Russia’s Capital Described As

This man, discredited in a hundred
ways, is permitted to come before the
committee inquiring into the conduct
of Attorney-General Daugherty, and
iwork off a long rigmarole with the
seeming intent of blackening not only
Dort
$1095
$1595,
Flint
the reputation of Secretary Mellon,
who is alive and can defend himself if
REOS. HUPMOBILE, WILLYS-KNIGHT & DORT
he deems it necessary, but of President
Harding, who is dead and cannot re
AUTOMOBILES
ply to the fellow's infamous assault.
And the Famous SPEED WAGON on the floor to
Mr. Mellon can take care of himself.
He is no orator, but he has a style of
demonstrate. Drop in and look them over.
When Catherine Ruled
writing with a "punch.” What he may
be expected to say, if he says anything,
"How different when the brilliant
Also PRISON WAGONS
SINCE 1907
to the Means statement that “they"
Catherine ruled 100 years ago. Some'
Shares May Be Taken at Any Time called her Catherine the Great; many
A FRESH LOAD OF HORSES JUST IN
tried to “get" him once in a matter of
certain permits, and ultimately did
called her Catherine the Bad. Good or
COME IN AND TALK IT OVER
ALSO A FEW GOOD TRADES IN REAL ESTATE
“get” him at Harding's order, will be
bad, with an empire as large as the
perfectly sufficient, we have no doubt.
Office 407 Main Street
Roman Empire from which to exact
Meantime nothing that such a person
wealth, she set a pace for extrava142-T-tf
ns Means can say about Mr. Mellon
will have the slightest effect upon the
respect and admiration felt for him by
HEADQUARTERS FOR U. S. TIRES
ninety-nine-one-hundredths
of
the
23
TILLSON
AVE,............. ROCKLAND, ME.
people of these United States. And as
TELEPHONE 4-W
for the attempt to blacken the memory
of Warren G. Harding, that will be
generally regarded as too low for any
decent man's consideration. The worst
thing that has yet come out about
Daugherty's regime is that he hired
Many citizens note with marked "A GRUELLING OFFICE”
this man for the secret service.
disapproval that tlie obsolete style cf
Wc submit that it is about time t<
hanging advertising matter on the Statistics Show That Presi
put an end to this blatherskiting. As
P now is, anyone of the most unsavory- street light poles is again in vogue.
dents Die Young — Only
antecedents and proved unreliability The White Way is a luxury of which
can come before a Senate committee and I the people are proud, and after having
One ex-President Now Liv
insult and slander men of the highest gone to so much expense it is not fair
ing.
character. It is easy to say that such
that the poles should he defaced efith
I useless charges are soon refuted; but
The tings at half staff throughout
the lie travels everywhere and swiftly, placards. If the privilege is granted to
while the subsequent truth never has one it should lie granted to all, and if the nation for the second time in six
quite the same chance. It is one thing all the dances and suppers are to lie months w, re a grim reminer ot that
disregards
to investigate sanely; it is another to advertised in that manner our Main inscrutable Fate which
greatness. Within five years three
permit unlimited slinging of filth under
street will no longer lie a matter cf men elevated by the people to the
a sort of official ranction.
civic pride. It is hoped that the police Presidency hive died. The passing of
Rat sevelt, Harding and Wilson leaves
Why no primary plank? asks the department will take prompt action.
Chief Justice Taft the only living man
Bangor Commercial, commenting upon
ever elected President of the United
The town meetings being over “Mr. States.
the fact that Democrats make no men
Only twice before has such a sit
tion of it in the Lewiston convention, Moderator" will lapse into obscurity
and the rumor that the Republican for another 12 months says the Port uation existed. George Washington
died during the administration of his
Day in and day out, the retail
platform will be similarly lacking. The land Express. But the Portland editor successor, Johp Adams.
And when
shop has the cuts of meat that you
Commercial answers its own question has forgotten that Thomaston docs not Roostv, it succeeded to the Presidency
desire. Tlte service is so regular
with the statement that the next Leg hold its town meeting until the last on the death of McKinley in 1901
islature will be askfd by means of an Monday in the month; and that there Cleveland was the only man alive
that people take it for granted.
who had been elected President.
initiative to place the issue before the isn’t a finer example cf the good oldThe chain has rarely been as slen
How the meat got there is an
What the result! fashioned Maine town meeting any der as this. When John Quincy Adams
voters for decision.
of a referendum will lie no one can where than one lind; in the "Home of lie ame President in 1825 his father
interesting story that you will like
was still living and so were Jefferson,
accurately foretell," says the Com Knox."
to read.
Madison and Monroe. When Lincoln
mercial, "but there is no good reason
entered
the
White
House
in
1841,
Van
People who were finding fault with
Back (<f your retailor is a large
why the voters should not be given an
Buren, Tyler, Fillmore, Pierce and
organization. This organization buys
opportunity to pass upon the matter.” the tame advent of March are doubt Bucharan were alive, and of these only
the live stock offered by the producers,
Thinking men long ago reached the con less convinced ere this that the Van Buren and Tyler died during Lin
coln's administration. When Arthur
clusion that the primary system is a blustery month is running true to went into ofli e on the death of Gar
transforms it into clean, wholesome
nuisance and incurs an expense which form.
field two former Presidents, Grant and
meat, and then distributes the meat
Hayes, still lived.
is keeping many capaffle men out of
to thousands of retailers in cities,
(Science tells us, and shows us proof
public office. Women, being compara
that it is extending the lives of men.
towns, r.nd villages all over the
tively new to politics, may insist upon
But there is a sad exception in the
country.
learning this in their own way, and
case of Presidents. Roosevelt died at
61, Harding nt 58, Wilson at 67. Com
thereby will delay the repeal of the
But how?
pare their early taking off with the
primary law, but the system is bound
full years of our early Presidents and
I argercitieshaveSwift&Comp3ny
to go when its obnoxious features have
there is reason to wish that science
branch
houses, which always have
become more generally known to the
could be applied to lessen the burdens
of the Presidents as well as to length
voters.
The Woman’s Educational
a supply of fresh and cured meats
ening the lives of the multitude.
Club is familiarizing itself with many
in their coolers.
• • • •
important public questions; why does
Of the first ten Presidents of the
The smaller cities and towns
it not give this one full and fair con
United States Washington had the
receive
regular supplies from refriger
sideration?
shortest as well as the greatest life,
dying at 67. John Adams died at 90.
ator cars shipped direct from plants.
Secretaries Daniels and Payne of
Jefferson at S3. Madison at 85, MonThe story of these direct shipments
toe at 73, John Quincy Adams at 88,
the Wilson administration granted oil
Jackson at 78, Van Buren at 79, Wilis interesting.
leases on lands adjacent to the naval
lliam Henry Harrison at 68 and Tyler
reserves, thus permitting the draining 1
at 71. Since that period, of the four
Swift & Company's 1924
of oil and gas from the reserves. The
teen Presidents who have died from
Year Book tells this story
natural causes only five passed the
Republican administration tried to!
on page 33 and alto gives
age
of
70
and
only
one
of
them,
Buch

prevent the loss of the Navy's reserve •‘According to Secretary Melli n's say
many other interesting
the dread cf taxes will be taken anan. reached 77 years.
oil by bringing it to the surface at once
facts about the packing
Activity is not the cause of our
away and if the reduction is cur
and storing It in tanks. Now Demo
Presidents burning out early. The
industry. A copy is yours,
ried out the Public will give a
fathers < f the Republic were active
cratic Senators are trying to thwart
free, if you will send for it
glorious shout."
men, engaged in war or politics—or
—The Weekly Quip.
that conservation plan by closing up
both—from their youth until their last
the wells on the reserves themselves
And tiiat means cur fifty dollar
years. John Adams and Andrew Jackwhile permitting the neighboring wells,
son, who did not enter on their Pres
suits will be the favorites, and for
idential labors until they were past
Rockland Local Branch, 17 Union Street
leased by the former Democratic ad
a man to whom dress is a business
60, made a good deal of history in
ministration, to run Cull blast and
E. Johnson, Manager
asset these suits are the economical
their earlier years, yet they lived to
buy—they never relax in their ef
dissipate the Navy reserve as rapidly
be old men, lived far beyond the span
fort to make the wearer look his
as possible. The people can draw their
of threescore and ten tn a period
best
when the most important discoveries
own ceinclusions as to w’hich political
The new roomy models in Spring
of modern medicine and surgery were
Swift & Company, Public Relations Dept.,
party is responsible for the loss of Top Coats $27.50, $35.00, $<0.0C.
ycit to be made.
U. S. Yards, Chicago, III.
Navy oil.
Pressure rather than activity is the
Pleas* send me, free of charge, a copy of
cause of shortening the lives of men
Swift ft Company’s 1924 Year Book.
Many of the newspapers and too
I who go to the White House in these
,
times.
The
pressure
comes
from
withmany of the politicians are taking it
Namt
i in and without. It may be from poli
for granted that McAdoe, is out of the
tics, from multiplicity of large probA ddr 199
I’residential race. We are still of the
• b-ms or from eagerness or ambition.
opinion that the Democrats will find
; P.ut the worst pressure comes un
doubtedly from the detail which has
him a lively oorpse. and that the
piled up about the Presidency with the
sombre hued equines will lie trotted
416-418 MAIN STREET
passing years. Every new complexity
out In vain.
of human life adds to the burden.
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BURPEE

GLENWOOD

OIL

COOK

STOVE

At last the <f!cnwocd Foundry has given the world a real oil stove.
A stove that* is perfect.

It will not smoke, and a gallon of oil will

operate a threo burner stove for 10 hours.

Fully guaranteed.

All sizes from two to Five burner

SPECIAL

A THREE-BURNER GLENWOOD
OIL RANGE is—
All Installed in Your Home
$1.00 A WEEK WILL PAY FOR IT

$29.00

...JOL.

^burpee

CO.

'.'-/ROCK I AMD'---- -i AINU

gance, contempt for human life, and
loose living which Nero himself might
be pushed to (qua). She built palaces
in rapid succession for her favorites.
One of them. Orloff. returned the favor
by strangling her husband, that Cath
erine might satisfy her ambition to be
sovereign of all Russia from the Atlan
tic to the Pacific, or Potemkin she
built the Taurida Tulace at a cost of
millions, estimated in dollars and hun
dreds of lives. 'Hie Taurida Palace be
came the meeting place of the Duma
and in turn the birthplace of the Soviet
Government.
“Potemkin in his gratitude, gave an
entertainment typical of lavish royal
St. Petersburg. Fgr illumination $60,OftO was spent, (ip one evening 140,000
lamps and 20.000 wax candles were
burning. Eetween the palace and the
river, the whole space was occupied by
booths, swings ar.d shops, where
clothes, boots, caps, and gec-gaws were
distribut' d gratis to the people. Three
thousand guests were invited and ail
attended in ertstume. White dresses
of members of tile special ballet were
decorat'd with diamonds.
Invisible
music boxes played selections of noted
composers. When they were silent
three hundred musicians aipl ringers
played and sang for the merry-makers.
Potemkin, himself, had a crown for the
occasion so heavy with Jewels he was
compelled to give it to his adjutant to
carry.
Rulers Suffered With Serfs

Your I
Fuel Bill]

fallen through the Ice. The average
reign of seven monarchs in the first
forty years after the founding of the
city was less than six years.
"Peter the Great h. d a marine com
plex.' Russians traditionally avol 1 the
oceau. But not Peter. He loved the
sea from boyhood when he satisfied his
longing by making boats. His great
desire was that Russia should become
a sea-faring nation and that his capital
would one day outshine Venice or
Amsterdam. So profound was his
veneration cf the Dutch that he called
h's S^kt Petersboorgh. Tills became
St. Petersburg, which gave way at the
opening of the World Wrr to Petro
grad, because the older name was too
German. Leningrad, like Venice and
Amsterdam, has numerous canals, but
unlike these two cities, it can never be
a great port. The river and bay, for
one thing, are froz n solid six months
of the year. The liinteiland on which
Leningrad draws is a forest district.
Riga is the logical western port for
the great producing sections of Russia.
"Leningrad is like New York In its
utilization of islands at the river
mouth, but the main part of town is on
the south bank corresponding to
Brooklyn. Again, Leningrad is similar
to Washington. Like the capital of
ill. United States it has broad ave
nues radiating from the main govern
ment buildings on the river bank.
These avenues are called prospects.
The chief of these is the Nevski Pros
pect. 115 feet wide, running nearly
three miles from the Admiralty build
ings to the Alexandria Nevskava Mon
astery. It is lined with great bazaars,
rich homes, hotels, and government
buildings. In the old days shouting
sleigh-taxi drivers perilously perched
on the thill would race down this
sr.ow-paved avenue their splendid
black horses three or four abreast gal
loping like steeds of an ancient
chariot race. Leningrad's sieigh bells
now jingle faintly in a communist state
where the romance and extravagance
of royalty give way to realism.”

'This former capital of Russia has
always had the reputation of being dis
ease-ridden. Within the last year the
death rate has fallen lower than the
usual figure, which hovers about 35
per thousand.
The reason offered,
however. Is that Hie weak have all
died off and only the strong remain.
This is what comes of a Tsar’s whim,
for Peter the Great insisted that his
'window to Europe’ rise on the swamp
where the Neva enters a shallow bay
of the Gulf of Finland.
There it
tands, now girded ‘round about with
granite quays, but the Neva still gets
nut of hand wilt n a stiff southwest
Those smalt ads In The Couriirwind back} up water in the bay. Roy
alty suffered nlortg with serf. Peter Gazette are read by every body. That
died from fever caused by his rescue Is why they are ao popular and
of a peasant woman and child who had effective.

APPERSON
STILL LEADS
ONE YEAR AHEAD
Lmnbt ea rifffct pre-sd«c«a
-4«^reH ciwrrK t*

HAS ’EM ALL

THE
THREE BIG FEATURES

MECHANICAL GEAR SHIFT
FOUR WHEEL BRAKES
BALLOON TIRES.

PRICES: $1395 to $2195 F. 0. B. Factory
Dealers wanted in open territory.

Liberal discount.

Write now for details.

A. C. JONES
5 Talbot Avenue.

Rockland.

Tel. 576-R

Every-Other-Day
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Weather Thia Week
Weather outlook for the week in the
North .and Middle Atlantic States:
Temperature below normal and gener
ally f^lr except for snows and rains
first part.

Crocuses are in bloom In front ol
Mrs. bill in S. Copping's house, 39
Limerock street.
Rev. Ralph Hayden will speak at the
Wednesday evening service at 7.30 at
St. Petor’s church.
Milton T. French has moved from the
Simmons tenement on Union street to
23 Rockland street.

The next Elks Indies’ night will come
April Fool's night and will be cele
brated by a poverty ball.

Robert U. Collins, the newly elected
tax collector, .will have his office in the
Ulmer block at 375 Main street.

Fred M. Blackington went to Boston
last night, and upon his return to
morrow will bring his new three-toh
O. M. C. truck.
Extensive improvements have begun
on the interior of the Christian Science
church at the Northend. These include
steel ceiling, renovated pews, paint
ings, etc. C. E. Goulding is in charge.
Although there is comparatively lit
tle snow in the city proper, rome^foot drifts are remonted in the suburbs.
And, after the fashion of March, the
snow blows in as fast ae it is shovelled
out.
The Democrats are said to have a
new candidate for the clerk of courts
nomination, Italpn R. Rowell of South
Thomaston, who was a member of the
last Legislature. Tyler M. Coombs, the
last Democratic clerk declines to enter
a contest.

The Veteran Firemen’s drum corps
has a rehearsal in Glover hall tonight.
Tomorrow evening the Auxiliary will
hold a'pound party at its hall.—Mars
ton’s Orchestra has been engaged for
the Auxiliary's first annual hall April
4. Miss Lottie Pitts will canvass
Main stree with" tickets.
An Orange street man, who can do
quite a stunt with needle and thread,
was quite chagrined after mending his
coat the other day to find that he had
stitched a handkercllief into the pocke*
**
. *lining. Now when the neighbors
have any needlework to be done they
say: “Let George do it.”

Nell Kenney and Leon Halstead were
arrested Sunday on the charge of op
erating an automobile while under the
influence of intoxicating liquor. Kenney
pleaded not guilty. Probable cause
being found he was held for the April
tfrm of court, and gave bail in the
sum of 1100. Halstead was discharged.
The work of excavating for the new
High School building began yesterday,
the first blow being struck .by Fred M.
Blackington, who has that portion of
the contract. The depth of frost was
found to vary from 18 inches to three
feet, according to the location. Mr.
Blackington has a crew of 10 men at
Work.
•
_____
F. E. Small, who recently sold his
business In Thomaston to Joseph
Hanley, was in the city yesterday
making arrangements for his depart
ure last night for Seattle, Washington,
where he expects to make his future
home. Having been employed for a
number of years on the West Coast the
location will not be a new one to him.
The Bangor Chamber of Commerce,
disappointed because there are no
signs of improving the had piece of
road between Frankfort and Winterport. this season, has asked for the as
sistance of the Rockland Chamber of
Commerce to bring this about. The
Rockland organization is not only too
glad to assist, hut looks upon the re
quest as a tribute to what Secretary
MacDonald’s organization has been
achieving of late.
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" FIGHTING'FOR CUP'

TALK OF THE TOWN
March 5—April 21—Lenten Season.
March 18-19—C a niton—“Odd Fellows’ Oddi
ties’’ In Camden Opera Bouse.
March 19—Monthly meeting of Baptist Men’s
League.
.March 19—Public auction at B. & P. Wo
men’s Club rooms, 8. p .m.
March 20—First day of Spring.
March 21—Lecture, Methodist vestry, (7.15) •
Rev. H. E. Dunnack, auspices Woman’s Edu
cational Club.
March 27—Meeting of Rockland Republican
Club (men and women) In City Council -reonia,
Spring street.
March 28 -Thomaston annual home night of
Methodist Society.
March 28--Even Ing Lenten Recital of -Rub
instein Club at Baptist'Church
J
March 31—Thonureton town meeting.
April 3—Republican State ConveirtMB In
Portland.
April 4-rFirst annual ball of Ladies Auxil
iary to R. V. F. A. In Havener hall.
April 5 (7.15)—Address by Paul D. Sargent,
Chief Engineer State Highway Commission, be
fore the Woman's Educational Club, subject,
“The State’s Interest in Road Improvement."
April 9—Easter aale by Congregational Wo
man’s Association.
April 16- Thomaston—Easter sale by ladles
of Methodist Society.
April 18 (7.15 p. m.)—Address by Kenneth
C. M. Sills, President of Bowdoln College, be
fore the Woman’s Educational Club.
April 25—Animated advertising assembly at
the Arcade, auspices the Chapin Class.
April 20—Easter Sunday.
May 2—Lecture, Methodist vestry, (7.15)
Ralph 0. Brewster, “The Public Schools and
Religious Education,’’ auspices Woman’s Edu
cational Club.
June 16—Primary elections.
June 24—Democratic National Convention
meets In New York.

March

Interclass Basketball Tourna
ment—Seniors Sophs Win
Two Apiece.

We have renovated and remodeled our Balcony Depart

The annual interclass basketball
tournament is In progress, with four
teams representing the High School
of merchandise we would like to dispose of.
We have
and one team playing under the colors
grouped same in six lots to be placed on sale Friday and
of the McLain Grammar Schextl.
If
last night's games in the Arcade were
Saturday only, March 21-22.
Mail and phone orders
a criterion the contest for the silver
filled on Saturday.
cup is going to be replete with pyro
technics until the schedule is com
pleted.
The first game was played yesterday
,
LOT 1
LOT 4
afternoon between the Seniors and
/
3 L«dh>»’ Bath Rdbea, >4.85, >6.50,
Juniors.
The upper classmen were
Lot 75c Gingham Bloomers, near
$12.50. Ctflori, light blue, dark
too fast for their opponents.
Knight
ly all colors; maybe you could
green, roae. Small eiies—would
gave a whirlwind performance for the
uee a pair with your check or
fit 18 and 18 year mi****’.
graduates, while Maxey was the
plaid gingham dress. Sizes 2 to
Sale pt-iee, etch ..................... $335
Juniors' best bet.
The second after
12. Fair ................................... 20c
noon game found the Freshmen leading
the Sophomores 13 to 10 at the end of
LOT 2
LOT 5
the first half, but in the second half
Five poire Mieeee’ Khaki BloomSmall lot Nurses’ White Percale
Demmons and Merchant cut loose, and
aro extra well made, excellent
Uniforms—can be used as house
the final score was 26 to 21 in favor
for camping and hiking; aizea
dresses. Sizes 36 to 44. Each 95c
of the Sophs.
14-20-22-1$. Per pair............86c
The Seniors were again invincible
in their evening game when they de
LOT 3
LOT 6
feated the McLain School 20 to 9.
The Grammarians put up a game fight,
Five $345 Children Corduroy
Very small lot Flannelette Ki
with Jim Flanagan and Trafton ap
Robot—copen and old roae, 8-10monos, values to $2.25; broken
pearing in the stellar role. Baum and
12 year aise. Each............... $1.86
eizet. Each .............................. 85c
Winchenbach starred for the Seniors.
The Sophomores also made it two
straight in the evening, defeating the
Juniors 14 to 3.
The score does not
begin to tell what a fast exhibition this
was.
Radcliff was high gun for the
Sophs, and Rounds attracted atten
tion by his fine defensive work for the
Juniors.
Coach Jones Is handling these games,
and the varsity men are doing the
The Kinogram pictures of the Colo
coaching—S. Snow for the Seniors,
rado's trial on the Rockland course are
being shown at the Strand today—the
Green for the Juniors, R. Snow for
beat trial pictures which have ever
the “Fresh" and Ludwig for the Mc
Lain School.
Murphy and Rising are
been made on this course.
Ry th*
acting as assistants. It is hoped that
Bay View Society
the parents and other friends of the
■Kilo Spear, who is wintering at Coplayers will show their interest by at
coanut Grove, Florida, sends us sou
tending the games and encourage the
venir postcards of Mie Miami cause
: : At t i
sport.
Ony a nominal admission is
way referred to in A. C. McLoon’s re
TOWN HALL, OWL'S HEAD
charged.
cent letter to The Courier-Gazette.
The remainder of the schedule fol
lows:
Deputy Sheriff Clarence E. Harring
Today, at 4.30 p. m.—Freshmen vs.
ton has been appointed 'truant officer
LADIES 17c; MEN, 39c
Juniors; Sophomores vs. McLain.
by the now school board. This Is a
Today, at 7.30 p. m.—Freshmen vs.
guarantee that the strenuous duties of
SCALLOP STEW
MbLain.
this office .wilt receive faithful atten
Wednesday, at 4.30 p. m.—Sopho
tion.
mores vs. Seniors; McLain vs. Juniors.
The Sons of Veterans Auxiliary holds
Wednesday, at 7.30 p. tn.—Seniors
The Odd Fellow minstrels in Cam
den tonight and Wednesday night Its regular circle supper Wednesday vs. Freshmen.
will draw' considerable patronage There will be rehearsal at the evening
from Rockland.
The Wednesday meeting.
SALVAGED THE BOOZE
night show will be followed by a
Miss Margaret Nutt is to Join the
dance.
staff of the Ma Belle Beauty Shoppe* as Bob Lewis Does a Heave and
Ertiebt Thompson pleaded guilty to soon as she can complete her duties
a Sprint, But the Cat Came
the charge «f intoxication in Rockland with the Western Union.
Municipal Court yesterday and was
Back.
News has been received here of the
sentenced to 90 days in Jail, ijavlng
death in Danvefs, Mass., of Manfred
been convicted on a similar oharge
The authorities have long suspected
Dyer, well known in this city, who
within a year.
conducted Dyer’s Cafe and rooming that Robert W. Lewis of Tillson ave
house on Elm Street for several years. nue was engaged in .the gentle art of
The Court House officials and em
bootlegging, and that lie did not de
ployes were bestowing a cordial
The Lewiston Journal exclaims be sist after probable cause had been
greeting yesterday upon Miss Pearl cause mid-State cities are quoting found against him in Municipal Court
Bdrgerson, who was back at her desk strictly fresh eggs “as low as 38 cents.” Feb. 4.
In the clerk of court’s office for the Eggs were selling In Rockland last
Marshal Davis assigned Patrolmen
first time since her operation for week at 30 cents, and in a few in lamb and Post tn watch his move
appendicitis.
ments when the Boston boat arrived
stances as low as 25 cerits.
Sunday morning,, and. altogether unSt. George Lodge, I. O. O. F., of Ten susplotous that (we; jtanrs of eyes were
ant’s Harbor will visit Knox Ixidge peering out of a dark alley * him, the
HOW’S THE WEATHER7
•$ next Monday night and confer the sec versatile Bob came prancing up the
•
ond degree.
Supper will he served avenue with a suitcase in one hand
March tantrums much in evi- • at 6.
Members who have not been and a generous sized package in the
dence, with a temperature yes- • solicited are requested to take pastry. other.
Some sixth sense must have
terday morning of 20 above and •
told him that there were enemies in the
this morning 26 above. Snow- •
offing, for he suddenly steered his
The Republican Club, men nnd
drifts blocking the suburban trails •
women, plan a reorganization meeting course to the opposite side of the street
and Highland trolley line No *
Thursday night, to be held In the City hove the suit case and package over
immediate change in prospect.
•
Council room. Spring street.
The the edge of the t wharf, and then
future of the club will be discussed and started due west at marathon speed.
The officers made no attempt to
general plans laid for the next few
months. All those interested are cor catch Lewis, but bent their energies to
The general features of J. F. Cooper,
salvaging the contents of the recepta
dially invited.
local agent of the New England
cles which had been thrown overboard.
This they were finally able to do in
Mutual, were wreathed In smiles yes
A
Republican
caucus
for
the
purpose
spite of a shower of hostile stones.
terday when he found that he was well
of
electing
14
delegates
and
14
alter
The suit cese contained four gallons of
up on the agents' card for February.
nates
to
represent
this
city
at
the
Re
alcohol and the package one gallon of
Although it was a rhoVt month it Was
publican
State
Convention
is
called
for
the best he has had* in his 22 years of
alcohol.
tonight at 7.30 in the City Council
In court yesterday Lewis pleaded not
Insurance career. He wrote policies
room. The cohvention will be held in guilty.
He was found guilty and ap
to the amount of 126,000.
Portland, April 3, and the very general pealed from a sentence of six months
Interest should turn out a good crowd in jail and a fine of 1500 and costs,
Arthur U. Patterson of Vinalhaven
to tonight's caucus.
with six months additional upon de
waa in the city yesterday much elated
fault of payment.
F. A. Tirrell apover the prospect which his campaign
In Rockport town meeting yester pered for the respondent.
for the sheriff nomination has made.
So many signatures have been given day an appropriation of 11,000 was
The Northend has a new establish
to his primary petitions that it will be made for rebuilding the road between
necessary under the law to withhold West Rockport and the Hope line. ment in the form of the Torrington
some of them.
Mr. Patterson Is re Rockland is much interested in this Electric Cleaner Agency, which has
ceiving voluntary support from every proposition and has agreed to raise been set tip in the Larrabee building
town in the county, and ohrewd ob 1500 by private subscription toward the at 638 Main street. This will serve as
A considerable portion of a temporary headquarters for Frank L.
servers in the Democratic party say project.
that his nomination is as good as as this sum has already been secured. Griffin who is agent for Knox, Waldo
Anyone wishing to contribute can and Lincoln counties. He has been as
sured. even if others enter the field.
send his donation to Secretary Mac sisted In getting established by Frank
L. Steves, Maine agent for the Tor
Nearly a million dollars was added Donald of the Chewnber of Commerce.
rington. Mr. Griffin is looking for
to Camden's prosperity last year by
agents to push his product and has
its five woolen and felt milts, accord
already signed up Leon A. Chase. Con
ing to John P. Leach, secretary of the
siderable literature is exhibited at the
Catrfden Chamber of Commerce, who
office showing Thomas A. Edison and
waa in the city yesterday.
One mill
other celebrities using the cleaner. The
paid out 1260.090, exxjlitsive of its
cannot rise higher
Northend welcomes the newcomer.
trucking bill, which Was a formidable
one.
Mr. Leach recalls that one
than its ideals in its
mill which paid 15,000 in (monthly
wages 25 years ago, is now paying
service any more than
16,000 in five daya 'The Camden snd
a
stream can rise higher
Penobscot mills have been working
double time ail winter, and the Sea
than its source. The size
Bright mill, which ia soon to be en
larged, is running egtra. time. These
and strength of this bank
Camden industries are employing
are a sure indication of a
about 800 people.
ment the past week—and in so doing found a small lot
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DANCE

WEDNESDAY NIGHT

A BANK

The strong Lee Academy ■ girls’
basketball team is on a three days
trip and Will play Friday nigWt In
Rockland. Saturday night in West
brook end eome strong team Monday
night.
Rockland fans are lucky to
be able to see a team of this class In
Rockland.
The Lee Academy team
has a big reputation and is consid
ered the fastest girls team in the
State of Maine.
tit has defeated
Bangor High, Bar Harbor High, Uni
versity of Maine Gitls’ and all other
teams It has played this year.
If
BUI Sullivan's team wins this game
it certainly will be a big feather in
his cap.
The girls are working
hard and will put up a game fight,
as a Wih from this train would mean
a lot toward givfng Rockland a claim
to the State Championship.
Plan
to see this game Friday night.

Entirely different from anything
which has preceded it will be the eddresg before the Baptist Men’s League
tomorrow night by Austin H. Mc
Cormick. alumni secretary at Bowdoln
College, W’ho has devoted several years
to the suhlert of prison reform.
Mr.
McCormick served a Voluntary term in
the State Prison at Thomaston In or
der to get in touch with convicts, and
for several weeks submitted to all of
the prison rules, and to all intents and
purposes was a bona fide donvict.
Subsequently he worked with Thomas
Mott Osborne, who has a world-wid
fame ns a penologist, and they have but
®. 3. Brewer—Paper hanging and
recently returned from a study of the
81*36
Colorado institutions.
A special ceiling work. Tel. 14.
guest tomorrow will be Warden Lester
D. Eaton, who was a deputy warden at
the State Prison when Mr. McCormick FEATHER MATTRESSES
Now is the time to have your
was serving his voluntary sentence.
Feather Bed made into a FEATHER
An extra large attendance is expected
MATTRES8.
at the supper and this address.

Hate Mattnme* atko done ovtr.
C. H. Morey is offering his shoe
business for snle—a good opening for
the right party..—adv.

A. F. IRELAND
Tel. 28-8 THOMASTON

82-41

healthy,
lofty

high

standard

ideal
of

and

a

service.

SIMONTON’S

SPECIAL

A few new goods bought by Mr. Wotton last week in New York. New Spring
Sweaters, all sizes and colorings, New Silk Blouses. Special line Knit-Silk Scarfs
with monograms, no two alike. Also Figured Silk Scarfs in the latest designs.
These goods are selling freely in the larger cities.
Bead Necklaces, Bead Bags and Underarm Bags. These goods are all new and
just arrived. See display in our Main Street Window.

F. J. SIMONTON CO.
POLITICAL BRIEFS
Louis A. Jack of Lisbon Falls, candi
date In 1920 for the Republican guber
natorial nomination, announced Satur
day 'that he would be a candidate in
the Republican primaries for the nom
ination for United States Senator. Mr.
Jack is an attorney and has also been
interested in lumber operations. He
ia a former president of the State
board of trade.
• * • *
Carter B. Keene of Freedom, an al
ternate to the Democratic National
convention from the Third District is
president of the Davis for I’resident
Club of Maine, and while all delegates
elected Wednesday will go uninstiucted, it is understood Mr. Keene
has discussed the merits and avail
ability of his favorite with others 4n
the delegation. Mr. Keene Was in the
postoffice department in Washington a
nifmber of years and abtainfd a close
up view of eminent men of both parties
in that period.

1909,

1,010,239.75

1915,

1,410,732.00

1921,

2,981,174.07

1924,

3,390,000.00

Fifth Avenue Style is
brought right here
to#you in LAMSON

Capital, Surplus and
Profits _ _ _
$239,71116

Hubbard Hats. You
pay only for the Value
in the hat.

^Tam&ort
f/iubbard
BOSTON-NEW YORK

SECURITY
TRUST COMPANY
ROCKLAND, MAINE

'

Braneffiaa:
Camden, ViniHiaven, Warren, Union

HATS & CAPS

BURPEE & LAMB
The charge for piibllthln* * Cir.1 of Th*ake
la $9 cents, cash to accompany ihe order.

AS

IS

AND WHERE IS

LEE ACADEMY GIRLS
VS.

ROCKLAND HIGH GIRLS
The Lee Girl* «ro older; have defeated Bangor and on Saturday
next play Westbrook for State Champ Honor*.

Will the Rockland

Girl* Come Through? Well, Rather !

ARCADE-FRIDAY NIGHT
C’MON UP!

Scrap Book
PAPA OUT OF THE RUNNING

MRS. FRANCES L. LOUNSBERRY

YOUR TOUCH

I lore year touch. It's cool as rain.
And strong as It ts fine;
I quite forget lay life’s dark stain
When vour clean hands touch (nine . . .
Le Heron Cook hi Munsey's Mugjzlnc.

The death in Concord, Mass., Wed

Bashful Lover’* Weighty “Remark*"
nesday of last week, of Mrs. Frances
Had Straightened Out the Course
(Libby) Lounsberry. in her 89th year,
of True Love.
A prehistoric young man fell In
love with the beautiful daughter of a
__ great chieftain.
But as he was
bashful.and her fap I ther’s stone ax
I I was not bashful,
I he feared to tell
i * his love.
So he procured
a brick—that be
ing the fashion in
stationery Just then—and carved there
on his message of devotion. As the
gentle ichthyosaurus croaked the
witching hour of midnight, he stole
stealthily unto the chieftain’s eave.
Then with one mighty heave he cast
his weighty remarks into the inner
blackness, trusting that his lady-love
would find ’them on tlie morrow.
And it came to pass that when he
awoke next morning the blushing dam
sel was seated on his doorstep.
'■Reggie of the Knotted Knee,” she
cried, “I am thine! The forcible na
ture of your proposal removed the only
obstacle. Tlie brick eaught poor papa
a lovely whack on the cranium, and he
was so struck with your remarks that
he's past objecting to anything now!”

removes one who was known to the
older generation in Knox County, for
she was born in Warren on Jan. 6,
1836, a daughter of Edward and Mar
garet Libby of that town. She was
married to George A. Lounsberry who
died in 1888. She is survived by a
daughter, Miss Alice L. Lounsberry,
with whom she lived at 6 Hubbard
street, Concord, and where funeral ser
vices were held Saturday, Rev. Gail
Cleland, pastor ot the Concord Trini
tarian Congregational church officiat
ing. The burial was in Sleepy Hollow
cemetery. Mrs. Lounsberry retained
strong affection for old Knox County
friends, whom she visited down to
within a year or two ago and with
whom.she kept in close touch through
the medium of this'|m|)«(r, to which she
had always been a subscriber. Writing
under date of Jan. 19 she said: “I
wish The Courier-Gazette a prosperous
business .year. It has, like myself,
added another year to its long life. I
have Just passed my 88th milestone.
With many good wishes for a happy
new year.”

Col E. K. Gould is a candidate for
the county attorney nomination on the
Republican ticket, and is circulating
nomination papers. Col. Gould was
register of probate some years ago, and
was afterward mayor of the city.

The Census Bureau
report
44,885 deaf mutes in the Unltci
States: 41.55 per cent were bori
deaf; the rest became deaf througl
diseases of various kinds. Any degrei
of deafness should have Immediate at
tent ton.
Roclilaml Red Cross.

+

nraim
1855

1924

•^Memorials^

E. A. GILDDEN & CO.
WALDOBORO, ME.

BORN
Graves—Rockland, March 12. at Sllsby
Maternity Hospital, to Mr. and Mrs. Martbl
S. Graves, a daughter.—Ruth Alger.
Seavey—Rockland. March 11, to Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Seave.v, a daughter. Marlon Ethel.
Me Far! an«I- Dorchester. Mass.. March 14, to
Mr. ami Mrs. Howard E. McFarland (formerly of
Vinalhaven), a son. Howard Theodore, 12
pounds.
(’losson Whitinsville, Mass., March
, to
Mr. and Mrs. Janies Clwson (Miss Mildred
Newbert of Thomaston) a daughter.

MARRIED
Spear Haupt Warren, March Ifi. by Rev. J.
M. Reml.k, ('heater II. Spear and 51133 Ruth
E. Haupt, both oT Warren.
Diinham-Fif'eld Stonington. March 11, by
Rev. J. H. Coy, Eugene Dunhain and B?sr1o
Flfleld, both of Stonington.

EVER-BEARING ORANGE TREE

There will be a special meeting of
Claremont
Commnndery,
Knights
Possibility That Discovery in Florida Templar, Monday evening, March 24,
with work in the order of the Red
Will Revolutionize Conditions
Cross and Malta. A good attendance
in Growth of Fruit
is requested.

An ever-bearing orange tree, which
citrus fruit growers believe is destined
to revolutionize tlie orange Industry of
the state, if not of the entire country,
hns been discovered by horticulturists
in a small grove at Avon Turk, near
Tampa, Fin. To protect the specimen,
its purchaser has placed around it a
heavy wire fence 20 feet In height and
stationed guards day and night.
Tlie tree has been in bearing con
tinuously eight years, but until re
cently its existence was known only to
the owner and several neighbors who,
according to citrus experts, did not
realize its value, but regarded it mere
ly os a freak of nature. Several of
south Florida's largest citrus growers
have organized a syndicate, purchased
the tree, lensed the ground upon which
it stands, and already are taking steps
to develop its possibilities by propa
gating It through budwood, with the
expectation of having 250,000 trees
ready for setting out in groves by
1023.
Tlie tree Is about fifteen years old.
Its origin Is a mystery. Its owners
believe It will bring forth stock true
to the parent tree and he worth mil
lions to the men who hud the fore
sight to grnsp its possibilities.
Mystery in Small Lake.

$164,934.22

BASKETBALL

The

Resources

1903,

ANNOUNCEMENT

What seems to be a nntural phenom
enon is observed in the Fort Steele
East Kootenay (British Columbia) dis
trict. A small lake or pond which
lias been used for some time by a
logging Company for a mill-pond, Is sit
uated on tlie high bench land on the
north side of Kootenay river and with
an altitude of slightly over 3,000 feet
above sea level, in a small, deep hol
low surrounded by ldgh wooded hanks
unaffected by winds and without any
streams rhnnlng in or out of it, or
any circulation in it. The water Is
dark and brackish, yet when logs are
put in tlie east end of this lake, If
left unfastened will, of their own ac
cord, float to the west end within a
few hours. The mystery Is, do the
logs move or does the earth move
the logs in its daily rotation from west
to east!
Some of Ut Know It
A curtain lecture Is worth all the
sermons In the world for teaching the
virtue of patience and long suffering.
_TVn oh in s’ ton Irvlnff.

When You Are In Want
Of Anything
Try Our

WANT AO. COLUMNS

DIED
Clough Rockland, March
16. John A.
Clough, aged 71 years.
Funeral Wednesday
afternoon nt 2 o’clock.
Burial In Haverhill,
Mass.
Cleveland Rockland, March 18, Fred G.
Cleveland, aged 56 yearn. Services Friday af
ternoon at 2 o’clock from Burpee Funeral
Parlors.
Coffin Rockland, March 15, Elizabeth E.,
widow of William 11. Coffin, aged 83 year.i,
1 month, 14 days.
Funeral tills afternoon at
2 o'clock from 21 North Main Street.
Brltto—Rockland, March 17, Lconn M„
wife of Walter F. Brltto, aged 26 years. 1
month, 22 days.
Funeral Wednesday 2 p.
m. from Littlefield Memorial Church.
Lounsberry—Concord, Mass.,
Marrth
12,
Mrs. Frances Libby Lounsberry, native of
Warren, aged 88 years, 2 months, 6 days.
Burial in Concord.
IMullin Boston, March 12. Hazel (Welt)
wife of C. J. Mullin, aged 32 years.
Inter
ment In Rockport.

POTTED HYACINTHS
Pink, White, Lavender, 35c each
POTTED JONQUILS, 25c each
CUT JONQUILS, $1.25 a dozen
BABY PRIMROSE and CYCLAMEN
Order Your
GLADIOLI and DAHLIA BULBS
For Spring Planting

C.
TELEPHONE 225-M.

PARTS

M.

THOMAS

MAVERICK SQUARE.

AND

ROCKLAND

SERVICE

Anyone in Union contemplating buying a new car
this spring, give me a call. I am authorized by the
Ford Motor Co. to sell Ford Cars, Trucks and Trac
tors, through the Knox County Motor Sales Co. at
Rockland; also Diamond Tires in stock.

MESSER’S
Tel. Garage 15-4.

GARAGE

UNION, ME.

Res. Tel. 9-1 I

Every-Othji -Day
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ANDICAP IN BUSINESS LIFE

Telephone 9
Directory 5b

Was Second Largest In the
State 1 00 Years Ago.

Foolish Watters of Time, Like the
Poor, Would Seem to Be
Always With Us.

One hundi ed years ago this week, a
Most humans in big cities and In
some smaller ones ure handicapped
.hill was introduced in Congress pro
viding for the transfer of the United
GRAHAM BONNER. more than enough by elevators, si n et
B
. COFYtiGlO It ' J7IAN UWirtl UHiOM
cars, traffic, crowded sidewalks and
Slates Court sitting in Maine from
the fellows who have stories to t. II.
Call 127
Wiscasset to Portland.
One familiar
ANOTHER ZOO TRIP
Call 837-M
But, worse than any of these, is tlie
THE GRAVE OF POCAHONTAS
la records is essential. Potter Sole*
with the distribution of population in
THURSTON OIL CO.
handicap caused by tlie chap who
I WHEN OPENED WAS FOUND
8EA
VIEW
GARAGE
locks Insure this and save time.
Maine at the present time would nat
“You asked me to come and tell you an't take instructions without dis
Wholesale and Retail
UNOCCUPIED. WOMEN ,
urally wonder why the 1 nited States
Chevrolet Cart, parts and
THE POTTER PRESS
1 about my next trip to the zoo,” said cussing all about how lorn: it required
Oils
for
All
Purposes
I SIMPLY CANT STAY HOMEl
’
?1
SCOTS
ST
WALTHAM.
MASS.
Court whs ever located la the compara
Service Station. Auto AcctsBillie Brownie to Witty Witch. “Well, Noah to build the nrk. Many persons
tively small Lincoln town.
'I he an
GARGOYLE MOBILOIL
145T26t
IT SEEMS” «
■ I went to tbe zoo again yesterday, and Just cannot discuss a matter of busi
. soriet.
•
swer is that a century ago Lincoln
i
I
really
and
actually
saw
Just
three
70-72
Tillson
Ave.
Rockland
689
Main
St,
Rockland
ness
and
be
done
within
tin*
time
allot

was a much more important county
90-tf j animals.”
ted to them by those who have called
PORI CLYDE
than it is at the present time and W :s“I passed by the monkeys and tlie upon them to tell what should In
casset was a mere pretentious town.
GARAGE
CAVE, PLANTS, BATS
LAUNDRY
WORK
tigers but I did not stop by any but done. It is one of the most pitiable of
In fact there was a time when the
The Pythian Sisters took In three
the
three
I
’
m
going
to
tell
you
about.
Citizens of Wiscasset were fondly candidates Friday night.
Call
124
our fallings that usually twice aCall 170
looking forward to the day when their
I saw a lovely new white fox, oh, such many words need he used in giving An Expedition To New Mex
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Beals have
People’s Laundry
Dyer’s Garage, Inc.
town would become the metropolis of gone to Jonesport yvhere they will
a beautiful animal, a truly superb aui simple Instructions as are required
ico Which May Discover
17 Liinerock Street
the then rapidly growing State of make their home.
mal but I didn't stop there. I had Then, frequently, it is necessary t.
REPAIRING, STORAGE
We
do
all
kinds
of
Laundry
Maine.
It had a tine harbor, was
Leland Lowell has been quite 111 with
New Wonders.
planned to see Queenle, the Leopard send oue or additional memoranda to
Work, Family Washing a Spe
easily’ accessible by’ vessels and seem'd the mumps.
AND SUPPLIE3
j ess ; Leo, the Lion; and Dick, the Man inform people that the original in
cialty. Wet Wash.
Rough
likely’ to become the center cf popu
Agent fcr
Sidney Andrews of Glenmere is a
drill.
The National Geographic Society
structions were given to he carried
Dry. Finish Flat Work. Shirta
lation of tlie new district.
guest of Forrest Davis.
DODGE
BROTHERS
CARS
tc day announced the sending of an
“I will tell you nbout Queenle lirst. out.
Collars.
t
But railroad development and the
George Broyvn is still quite sick.
She was pacing tip and down her cage,
trend of business derided otherw.se.
We have nlways placed a let of con expedition to explore Carlsbad Cav
John Tee l has a radio installed in his
MONUMENTS
up and down, up and down!
*
and the shire town of Lincoln, In
HARDWARE AND PAINTS
fidence
in those wiio promptly up ern. New Mexico, which may be Amer
stead of becoming a large city was heme.
“Crowds of people were staring at proach and finish their business con ica's largest anil most beautiful cave,
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Davis have re
and to reek further remains of the an
Telephone Connection
forced to become content with the
her. I had to wear my Invisible coat ersatlon; we have much respect for
Telaphone 205
ient inhabitants cf this continent.
status of a picturesque and historically turned from a visit in Stonington.
so they couldn’t see me!
the man who says, “All right” then
EXTRA STRONG KITE
Partial exploration of the Carlsbad
Conn.
Gilchrest
interesting, but small community.
"llow they did stare. But Queenle goes and does what he's told—and Cavern revealed a corridor along
TWINE ‘
Rev. John Holman who has been a ff
ff
When Massachusetts first assumed
Monumental Worlt.3
didn't pay any attention to them. She never forgets. But we have only pity which an inaugural parade might
10 CENTS A BALL
and enforced her Jurisdi lion over cry successful pastor of the A. C.
treated them as though she had so lit fur those who dillydally in their busi march farther than the mile route
Main Street
Maine, which was in 1658, she gave, the church the past two years, preached
tie use for them that she wouldn’t ness discussions and have to be re from tlie Capitol to the White House,
H. H. Crie & Co.
Thomaston, M*.
name Yorkshire to the new territory his farewell sermon March 9. Mr. Hoi
bother to talk to them.
uiinded time and again of tie? simple and through rno^t of the course would
York remained the only county of the man is now in an evangelistic cam
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
456
Main
Street.
Rockland
“She sometimes stopped In front ol tusks they are asked to perform. - have mm-h wider maneuver space than
district until 1760, when the drift of paign in Northern Maine. He is ac
Pennsylvania avenue affords.
them but she looked over their heads Cleveland Commercial.
population eastward forced the crea companied by his sister, Mias Holman
A chamber of more startling magnltion of two new’ counties, which were of Somerville, Mass., who is a sweet
as though to say,
Piscatorial “Trips.”
ti cnee than any aritificial structure
Inger. The best wishes of their many
Lincoln and Cumberland.
The an
“
‘
I
know
of
a
country
far
beyond
PARK THEATRE
would provide an inaugural ballroom
An ex-corporul of the Twentycient Pownalborough was the center of friends in this vicinity follow -them In
this where there Is a wild forest and HOTTER THAN SUN'S SURFACE half a miie long by many hundreds of
eighth Canadian battalion tells of
population of Line.la ar.d promised their work.
Today will be the final opportunity to see
great underbrush and where I used to
feet wide.
great things.
The town was divided
Ernest Maloney is very ill.
Pola Negri in ’’Shadows of Paris” which fishing trips his company used to make i cull it home.’
Scienticta Have Produced a Tempera
1794 and six years later the name was
Mrs. Hattie Balano has returned is considered to bo one of lier best pictures on the Arras front in 1918. Eacli
Tendril and Gargantuan Decoration*
ture That Can Only Be De
“When the keeper came he went to
of this season.
On the same program you
changed to Wiscasset.
after spending the yvlnter with her will find an excellent comedy and also the period In the trenches was known as
scribed
ae
Terrific.
The ornamentation ranges from
Queenle and to the surprise and fear
In 1S20 when Maine was made a aughter in Martinsville.
latest In News.
a “trip.” In April, lblS, tlie company
bamboolike mazes of slender formaI
of
all
the
people
watching,
he
said:
“
The
Stranger,
”
produced
by
Joseph
Hy*naState. Lincoln was still next to the
There have been many cases of bery for Paramount from the widely read commander was Capt. Salmon and
Uutil u few years ago it was thought tions. which a brush of the hand will
“’Queenle, are you a beautiful girl?
largest county being second only to mump3 in town
novelette, by John Galsworthy, will be shown tin Lieutenant was named Wales; his
that
tlie sun’s heat was the greatest crash, to stalagmites 103 feet high and
Cumberland.
It still retained that
“
In
answer
Queenle
walked
over
to
The Baptist Sewing Circle met at the on Monday and Tuesday.
Much cf the dramatic action of this screen ,I batman was also named Wales. Every the keeper and putting her head down that coaid exist. You can realize how double that figure in base diameter.
prestige of 1S30 having made an actual Ocean House with Miss Gwendolyn
play revolves around the processes of Eng- i dav the countersign was the name of
Plant? und bats will be two other
gain on York and having held its own Butler last week.
by the bars of the cage, gave a low Intense It is when you think tliut the subjects of the expedition’s study.
lish criminal justice.
One of the many!
’ .
.
with Cumberland. The population of
If any one is Interested In pretty powerful incidents of the story is the arrest | a fisll. Such as Haddock, Herring, etc. purring sound which said she wanted rays that burn our laces brown iu sum
The natural opening of the cave now
and trial for murder of an innocent man. Therefore these periods became known
the three leading counties according
mer time have traveled across 92,000,- is used ex lusively by bats. At dusk,
quilts and rugs just call on Mrs. Katie Betty Conipson is the girl; Richard Dix the ! .
to have her back and head scratched
cu,,.
to the latter census was: York, 51.710
man
;
Lewis
Stone
the
brother
and
Tully
,
Company
as
the
fishj
tr*p.
000
miles
of
space.
looper, the rug champion in this sec
"Queenie had come from India with
ea: h evening, they begin to leave and
Cumberland, 60,113; Lincoln, 57,181.
Marshall has the title role—an o’d mop-man,
........
» ■ . ■ ■------Scientists have succeeded,!!! produc fir three hours the winged stream
ninny other animals and birds. They
who sacrifices himself rather than see a
_
, . , _
, -. . .
But other sections of the State had tion.
young couple in whom he is deeply inter- i
Remarkable Recovery of Sight.
There was some excitement for
had come in different crates, of course, ing a temperature that is thousands of pours forth like smoke from a smoke
begun to outstrip the older portions
ested suffer.
Those in the supporting cast i
Rlind for ten vears n Northfield,
..
degrees hotter than the sun s surface. stack.
_ Ior '2 5
„
! Dut «>• at the same time,
Penobscot for example having in hort time at the home of Orrin P Include Robert Schabie. Prank Nelson Clar-i
Mass., man awoke one Sunday morn
Dr. Willis T. Lee, who made the
creased from 13.000 to 31.000 in tlie Hupper of Hupper's Island the past eace Burton and Robert Brewer.—adr.
"Yes, there had been many other It was desired to study tlie composi
His son saw smoke coming
ing to find that he had regained his animals on the boat upon which tion of certain metals, and tlie only preliminary exploration of the Cavern
same decade.
It was during the pe week.
sight during the night aud could see Queenie had been.
way of doing so was to reduce them to and will head The National -Geogra
riod 1840-1860 that Lincoln began to from the closed porch and entering,
EMPIRE THEATRE
phic So iety’s expedition writes:
as well as when a boy. There was
decline in population.
The county found a merry little fire in a basket.
gas by applying beat.
“
So
the
keeper
scratched
Queenle
’
:
Rep-itant as these little mammals
Mrs. Carrie Stone is on the mending
has never failed to show a loss since
The teiuiieratuce necessary was
“Crocked Alley” with an All Star Cast will no explauatlon as to how It happened.
head
and
back
and
then
she
purred
that time, except in 1S60 when a very- hand after a serious illness.
have it’s last showings today.
It is a story
enormous, anil months of experiments re on dose acquaintance it is fasci
and
had
an
expression
on
her
face
ol
nating to watch the countless thou
from a “Boston Blackie” by .Tack Boyle. A
slight gain was indicated by the cen
were needed before a means of pro sands ef them leaving home, and to
Colorful.
two reel western and a Scenic will complete
great content.
sus.
According to the 1920 census
the program.
ducing
It
could
be
found.
Eventually
A love of colors must have led a
EAST
APPLETON
"Her yellow eyes now looked quite
speculate on their destination and the
the population of the county was 1
Gentlemen. It is coming.
Your patience
Is about to be rewarded.
“The Truth About Miss White of Hants county, Nova
gentle and sweet and she had a smile a huge electrical apparatus was in nocturnal adventures* awaiting them.
976.—Portland Express.
Be/.v Scotia, to marry a Mr. White. For ' on her face as though to say:
Appleton High School's entertain Wives,” is to be known at last.
stalled which produced heat so terrific
"It is equally fascinating in the early
will reveal the age-old secret, when
ment and dance held at Grange hail Blythe
she arrives a: the Empire Tbe^re next after his death she married a Mr. J
‘You didn’t think I had It In me that metals were converted not slowly morning to watch these same count
Friday night was well attended and Wednesday and Thursday In her latest pic Brown. She Is now engaged to marry to ,)e so gentle and to enjoy a petting but Instantly into gas; In fact, pieces less thousands returning home; to see
WALDOBORO
very successful.
Nearly
$32
was ture, ‘The Truth About Wives!”—adv.
of tungsten were made to explode us if each little creature fold its wings tn
a Mr. Green.
Good music was furnished
mid-air and dart downward into the
Mrs. Albert Benner has returned realized.
they had been dy namite.
by Mrs. Joseph Gushee, Mrs. Leland
ave with incredible speed. Within,
from Worcester, Macs.
Tlie
heat
generated
reached
n
tem

each individual seeks its own chosen
Nelson C. Austin was in Rockland Johnson, Helen Meservey, Edwarl
perature of 40,000 degrees Fahrenheit.
Johnson, Daisy Gushee ar.d Ivan Sher
nook or crack in which it may hook a
last week.
Refreshments were
served
tiny claw and hang at ease until
Joseph Barstowe of Gardiner has man,
throughout
the
evening.
The
pro

darkness again calls it forth.”
Odd Words of a Generation Ago.
been In town.
gram:
Music,
School;
address.
Miss
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Brockman hayAn elderly contributor to this col
Bats Infest Natural Entranco
We Have For
returned from Pittsfield and are at Glenlce Hall; recitation. Merrill Esumn
favors us with a list of odd
ancy; recitation, Donald Perry: reci
The Cavern now Is remote from
their home on Friendship street.
words and expressions current a gen beaten travel routes, and after arrival
tation, Glenlce Hall; reading, Mrs. a.
Mrs. Shirley Gross is the guest
eration or so ago. We have room for 'he visitor is pre-luded from the nat
11. Pitman; impersonation, Mrs. G. A.
her mother, Mrs. Cora Nash.
only a few of them.
ural cr.trace, at which there is a ver
Mr. and Mrs. John Dvorak went t Ames; song, Shirley Keene, Florlce
“Sniptlous," meaning smart, perky, tical drop of 170 feet. Only the more
Johnson, Clara Meservey and Vivla l
New York Friday.
Standard Makes
Play—‘Trying Them Out"
intrepid would venture into a guano
wns used In New Y’ork.
Hadley H. Kuhn, George and Cedrii Keene.
with thi3 cast: Richard Ames—offle;
“I bonas It,” meaning I claim It, bucket to be lowered into a bat-in
Kuhn were in Portland last yveek.
Mrs. Mary G. Elkins is making a boy; Edward Johnson—manager; ap
was an expression in general use, and habited chamber.
plicants^—Bessie Blake, flashy widow:
lAn interior survey which will bo
extended visit in Portland.
might be a variation of "1 bone It.”
Dr. G. H. Coombs was at home from Martha Arrington, old maid; Glenlce
"Manavelins” was said to be exclu made by the National Geographic So
Hall, society lady; Alice Moody, ex
ciety expedition, taken with a topo
Augusta Friday.
slvely used In Long Island and meant graphic survey of the region, will show
John Whitcomb was happily su- pert stenographer. Each number re
toothsome bits of any dish nt table.
ceived applause and the play showed
the thinnest places in the rock shell
prised Wednesday of last week when
"Gawmed up.” Of n child eatin; covering the Cavern and thus a favorparty of his young friends came in t practice and drilling by the teacher.
"Dion’t Pay Any Attention.'
bread and molasses a Southern nurse abl point for an artificial entrance will
The school is
spend the evening.
Refreshment Miss Maude Fuller.
now enjoying a short vacation.
so much? Well, you see you nevei would say, "Ills face Is all gawmed be selected.
were served.
Mrs. Lucille Pierce is working at
Even th? small portion of the cavern
The past noble grands ot Good Lu
can tell. But the keeper understands. up." A variant, “gaumed,” wns uiso
traversed revealed that it is a natural
Rebekah Lodge held their second win Jones Sanitarium in Union.
“The people ’ were all somewhat used In England.
$4.
to
$100.
Mandolins,
$4.
to
$25.
Accordions,
Golden Rod Rebekah lodge has re
ter meeting at the home of Mrs.
“Scaniuljugated" referred to two wonder of foremost rank and it has
frightened, though. The keeper aud
invitation from
Bethel
$7. to $12. Metronomes, $4.50 to $7.
W. Gallagher on Church street.
A! ceived a-i
Auto Harps
young people being fond of each jus: been set aside by order of Presi
Queenie
were
the
ones
who
didh
dent Coolidge as a National Monu
though the weather was severe th Lodge, Union, to do the degree wor.t
$3. to $7. Music Cases, $1.50 to $20. , think about anything just then but other.
Brief Cases,
ment.
at their next meeting.
members who made an effort to
"John and Jane seem quite scaiuul
that
they
liked
each
other.
$35. to $85. Music Stands, $1. to $2.75
present were amply rewarded.
Mr:
Clarinets,
Plants Invite Study
Jugated."
—
Boston
Transcript.
“Well," Billie Brownie continued.
Gallagher served refreshments.
Th
$4.50 Music Rolls,
$1. to $3.75 . went to see Lee, the Bon, next
Chinese Gongs,
STRAND THEATRE
Tlie plants near Carlsbad Cavern add
next meeting will be held April 10 with
THE WISDOM.
Comets,
$15. to $100. Saxophones, $85. to $200.
picturesque quality to the landscape
“He is over five years old, so
Mrs. Fred Eugley.
A corking good picture is Goldwyn’s film
and invite scientific study. There are
! course he has a full-grown mane, and
The Whist Club met with Mrs. J. IV version
Drum
Traps,
$30.
to
$100.
Strings
for
all
Instruments
of Austin Strong’s successful stage
A blare cf brass and a throb of drums— thorn bushes and thorn trees; SpanSanborn.
Mrs. M, 11. Kuhn yvas host play, “Three Wise Fools,” which is being
1 wl.at a handsome beast he Is. He w
And buiomon comes! Solomon comes!
Harmonicas, $ 15c to $2.00 Violins,
Violin Bows I having his dinner when I saw him.
It has been directed by King
ish-bayontts and
Spanish-daggers.
ess for the evening.
Ten member shown today.
A tliousand guards and a glint of steel.
with all of his feeling for actuality
and two guests, Mrs. W. H. Crow-11 Vidor
The predominating characteristic is
And
the
other
lions
and
lionesses
Ivory wrought In tils chariot-wheel.
Harmonica
Holders,
50c
Violin
Supplies
iu characterization, in atmosphere and in back
and Mrs. Harold Clark yvere presen ground.
thorniness.
There are pricklypears
It’s story is that of three old bach
A silken standard which hides the sun,
T.’ere too.
Mrs. Clark and Mrs. Sanborn capture elors who agree to take charge of the grown
A mantle of Tyrian purple, spun
and cats-elaws: sagebrush and grease"They were licking tlielr meat
daughter
of
the
girl
who
had
rejected
the
By the cunnlngesl hands in tlie wise old wood; thorny mesquites and screwthe prizes.
love of all three of them in their youth.
i though to say:
....
East,
Comedy complications ensue fast and furiously
btans.
So
Solomon goos to his mighty feast.
“ 'If we were free we'd drink a tic.
The travelling library which Is giv»n and soon become interwoven in a series of dra
The s ,tol grows near Carlsbad Cav
matic incidents which are solved happily for
j of the Juice of our enptured rt-y bethe young people through the kindness all concerned after the girl has been jailed on
I ff re we begun to eat. And so re art The breath of lutes and tlie twanged ern. Formerly the natives roasted the
of the Woman's Club, has arriy-ed at a charge of aiding and abetting three crlmi
strings sigh—
heads for food after removing the saw“Three Wise
j miiking-beUeve here.’
the libra
Many fine juvenile books nals to break out of prison.
And the Queen goes by!
The Queen blade leaves.
From the fermented
Fools” has almost everything in it that the
goes
by!
will be found in the collection.
“It's a strange make-believe game
moat jaded fan could wish for—comedy, ro
trunks is distilled the intoxicating
The lady bf Sheba tn cloth of gold
"His Children's Children” which mance, reality, thrills and spectacular mo
tlie lions.”
Telephone 713. ROCKLAND, ML 283 Main St.
The long, tough leaves
With tier hennaed nails and her dark "sotol” drink.
comes to the Star Theatre tonight will ments.
"It is a strange make-believe game,
are used for thatching and making
The double-header this week comes with th*
eyes bold.
need no introduction to those yvho have Wednesday and Thursday show.
One of toe
said Witty Witch.
A peacock perches behind her clialr;
baskets, mats and rough cordage.
road Arthur Train’s thrilling story. It features is a five-reel Western comedy-drama
“The lions were busy eating then The sun lights diamonds In her hair;
The Cavern Itself is exceptional;
entitled
“
Smilin
’
On.
”
The
hero,
Pete
Mor

is a story of New York society, a story rison, buy j a Ford, and wonderful things hap
The music glows like the heart of wine.
and it is surrounded by features which
They frowned a little to thank and For Sheba goes with the King to dine.
of a family from the first generation pen.
The other feature is “Mind Over Mo
enhance its future scenic value. South
(ell the keeper that they were very
to the third.
It gives a strong por tor,” a blue ribbon story by Mary Roberts
Rattling hoofs through the city's heat.
eastern New Mixieo, little known and
Rinehart.
The Greatest automobile racing
pleased and contented.
trayal of human happiness, human contest
ever filmed Is only one of the many
shepherd passes along the street!
seldom visited, lias mountains nearly
“Then I talked to the new mandrill The
weakness end human strength.
It is thrills.
It is a story of a grown-up flapper
And his nut-brown maid is at his side.
Clouse 'Jlui/t cn t/icCfypfe'
10,000 feet high.
relative of the monkeys, you know,
sensational and melodramatic but speed maniac who almost lo3t home—everythin?
He has Ms pipes and the skies are wide;
—by listening to a smooth-tongued promoter
Carlsbad Cavern is one of a dozen or
above all intensely interesting.
Bebe whose
His
chest
Is
bare
to
the
breeze's
kiss;
until
lately
a
resident
of
the
centra
cunning ways brought a near hopeless
more caverns in Guadalupe Mountains,
The
thought
of
eating
Is
honest
bliss;
flank is, Dorothy Maekaill, James Ren creature to her right senses.
A realistic au
I art of West Africa.
He knows content and Ms spirit sings— others are known to be of phenomenal
nie, George Fawcett, Mahlon Hamil tomobile crash in which three speeding cars
"lie was handsomely dressed and I
fifty-two
furnishes a climax that will throw
So a tig. I say. for all your Kings!
size, and it may be that Carlsbad is
Where
ton, Hale Hamilton, Mary Eaton, participate
an audience out of its seat—so tense b the
face was very full of color.
— Dale Collins in Sydney Bulletin.
connected with some of these under
Warner Oland, John Davldbon and excitement that ensues.
"Ills
beard
was
yellow
and
he
had
weeks
Manager Dondis announces an engagemen1
ground passages.
Layvrcnce D'Orsay make up a superb
the trade
extraordinary in “The Rip Tide,” which will
touches of blue on either side of hit
cast.
Birds Taught Cat a Lesson.

CALL LIVE BUSINESS HOUSES WHOSE WATCHWORD

SERVICE
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EVERYTHING MUSICAL

PIANOS

Ivers & Pond
Merrill
Francis Bacon
McPhail

POPULAR SHEET MUSIC 20 CENTS

V. F. STUDLEY

Dana S. Hawthorne '26 of Waldoboro
has been elected editor-in-chief of the
Kaleidoscope the annua! of the Junior
class which is issued In May of the
Junior year. This is one of the high
est honors in Middlebury. Hayvthorne
has been actively prominent since
going to Middlebury as he has the dis
tinction of winning the Parker prize
speaking contest his freshman year
and the Meriill prize speaking contest
this year. In addition he is a member
of the Press Club and an assistant
editor of the Campus, the Middlebury
College Neyvspaper.

The sure way to put pep into yourjob
on a rainy aay’is to get into a
I .
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be shown Friday and Saturday, with Stuart
Holmes and Rosemary Theby heading a won
derful cast.
It is one of the most gorgeously
produced attractions of the year.—adv.
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year.

STRAIN TOO GREAT
Hundreds of Rockland Readers Find

Daily Toil a Burden.
The hustle and worry of business
men.
The hard work and stooping of
workmen,
The women’s household cares,
Often weaken the kidneys.
Backache, headache, dizziness,
Kidney troubles, urinary troubles—
frequently follow.
A Rockland citizen tells you what to
do.
Fremont L. Robinson, 35 N. Main St.,
says: “I am a mason .by trade and so
much stooping and heavy lifting made
it hard on m.v kidneys. I had no con
trol over the passage of the kidney se
cretions and was forced to get up many
times during the night. The secretions
were discolored. I had attacks of
backache and it laid me off work two
or three times. As one of the family
had used Doan's Pills with good re
sults, I made up my mind to get some
a: the Drug Store. 1 used four boxes
ar.d they rid me entirely of the
trouble.”
60c, at all dealers. Foster-Milburn
Co., Mfrs., Buffalo, N. Y.

KINGMAN

and

^-HEARTY-s
INC
29 North Side
Faneuil Hall Market.

BOSTON,
MASS

ORDER EARLY FOR SPRING DELIVERY
We Have In Stock a Good Line of

BARRE GRANITE MEMORIALS, VERMONT
MARBLE COMPANY’S HIGH GRADE MARBLE

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON
EAST UNION, MAINE

Frankly Speaking.
Flora—Would you marry a man
order to reform him?
Fauna—No. but I'd be glad to
form n man in order to marry him
I,

ZAND MANY OF OUR LOCAL GRANITES
We will be pleased to have you consult us before placing your orders.
Telephone Connection
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face which he called his blue eheel
"He was eating a banana and hav
ing a beautiful time. He watched tlit
people ns though they were mlllt’I
more curious than he was, and aflet
nil, there is no reason why he shouldn'
think that.
"I suppose to him pink cheeks are
funny as blue cheeks are to people.
“It is all in what one is used to hut
the mandrill Is a most Interest nf
looking creature.
“He was playing with the kec-pei
and having ever so good » time ant
now that he bad finished ills butttana
he had no other Interest except (lit
keeper.
,
“Well, I must be off now. This
all my news for this trip,’’ ended Bill!*
Brownie.

» - 'i ' 'C

Mr. Merchant-

People passing along Lower Addiscombe road, Craydon, England, saw
a cat attacked by two birds. The cat,
a large black one, wus perched on one
if the higher brunches of n nionkeV
.ree, and the two birds, flying from
different trees, pecked the unfortunate
animal nt every favorable opportunity.
The attack lusted for several minutes.
Eventually the cat was rescued by a
man with a short ladder and pole.

Suicide’s Body Long Undiscovered.
Disappearing after killing another
man In a Ut of jealousy two years ago.
a young man In Amberoan, near Tou
louse, France, was discovered dead
la a garret by his father. The body
had beeu hanging from a nail in
the garret of a farm house tliut had
been untenanted from about the time
of the crime.
Wonderful.

The man who carried off $3,500
worth of radium has returned It with
the explanation that he has just
learned Its value. So shines an hon
est deed In a naughty world.—Boston
Transcript.
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Every-Other-Day

VESSEL AND CREW GIVEN
When

For

52

Days

ported—And

the

Then

Schooner

Captain

and

Ada

Ames

Crew

Courier-Gazette,

Calmly

Unre

Walked

Ashore In Rockland.
A n malice of the sea stranger than
a.iy fiction was brought to light
through a queiy from Vinalhaven re
ceived by The Courier-Gazette, con
cerning the schooner Ada Ames.
The master of the schooner, John Q.
Adams, resided in the big square house
on Front street, at the Northend, and
several members of the crew were also
Kochland men. The vessel sailed from
Vinalhaven with stone for Washington,
D. C. When she was a month overdue,
with no trace of her reported, hope
was given up and memorial services
held in the various city churchesImagine the surprise and joy of the
people later to see Capt. Adatns and his
crew in perfect health step from the
deck of the steamer Pioneer on her
arrival here from Vinalhaven.
The Ames, 52 days out, had limped
back into Carver’s Harbor in a crip
pled condition as the result of her
long battle with the elements. The ap
pended story of the sea is taken from
the vessel’s leg and front an ' nppearer”
made by Capt. Adams and Mate Hig
gins as the result of damage suits. It
was secured for The Courier-Gazette
through the courtesy of Capt. J. F.
Gregory and Albert K. Adams.

• • « .

United States of America, State of
Maine, County of Knox.
By this Public Instrument of Pro
test, Be it known and made manifest
unto all whom it may concern, That
on the 27th day of April in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and seventy-two, before me, Maynard
Sumner, a notary public in and for
the County of Knox, duly commissioned
and sworn, and dwelling in the City of
Rockland, personally came and ap
peared John Q. Adams, master, and
James B. Higgins, ^nate, of and be
longing to the schooner or vessi 1 call d
the Ada Ames of the port of Rockland.
Me., of the burthen of 200 tons, or
thereabouts, and they, the said Appearers, having been by me, the said
notary public, severally duly sworn ac
cording to law, did respectively declare
and say. that they sailed in their sev
eral capacities, aforesaid, on the 19th
day of February. 1872. from the port
of Vinalhaven, Me., in and with the
sa(d vessel, she being then tight,
staunch and strong, properly manned,
and provided with ail necessary ap
parel, stores and provisions, and in
every other respect well adapted for
her intended voyage, and having on
board a cargo of granite, under and on
deck, properly stowed and secured, and
bound for Washington, 1). C.
Feb. 25—Put into Vineyard Haven
far a harbor.
Feb. 27—Sailed from Vineyard Haven.
Nothing material occurred until March
2. Vessel then near the eastern shore
of Virginia, standing to the south
ward. wind nor’west. Wind died away
and then came in to the eastward at
about 3 a. ni. and commenced snow
ing; tacked ship, hauled by the wind,
heading northward and carried sail on
vessel, to work off shore. The wind
increasing, about 8 o’clock hove to
under two reefed foresail and main
sail; 10 o'clock, blowing heavy, t ok
in foresail. Before they had secured
it the bail of the mainboom broke and
the mainboom broke in two, about half
way from the bail to the jaws, the main
gaft broke and the mainsail was bad
ly torn, the vessel falling off in the
trough of the sea. The after part if
the main boom went overboard, beat
ing ugainst the side of flic vessel and.
fearing it would stave a hole in her,
they cut it away with all attached as

IPO

socn as they could. The plank were
badly chafed before they got it clear.
l|i cutting the stops to clear and
save mainsail the sail was badly cut,
wreck being over tile side and the sea
quite rough. While securing the main
sail, 111/- Jaws of fore gaft broke. Kept
the vessel away before the sea, under
I,are poles, until 8 o’clock, morning on
March 3 when the wind moderated.
Fished the hoonfs and rafts, repaired
the mainsail the best they could, the
part above the third reef luring all
they could use, doubling the foot in.
Got a chain across the stern and rove
off a temporary sheet for what was
left of the mainboom.
Made what sail they could and
steered for Hampton Roads, intending
to go to Norfolk for repairs, wind about
south soulhwrst.
In the evening the
wind come out nor’west again in a
Squall, blowing heavy.
Shortened ».<i!
and hove to again, laid hove to fit?
days, wind northwest all the time:
suffered more or less damage to hull,
spars, and sails and drifted into the
stream.
■March 9, wind moderate from {be
southeast, made sail again and tried
lor Delaware Breakwater, bad the wind
from south to cast until 12 o'clock,
night of March 9. when the wind stru-k
off not'west again in a squall.
II >v
io again and lay for eight days, wind
ft m west to nor’wi st and blowing a
gale most of the time; suffered mote
ir less damage and drifted into thStream again.
March 17—Wind moderate from ea t
to couth for about 13 hours, all hands
repairing damages best they could—
made sail again and tried for Newpo-t
or New York. Wind held until Mar h
20 •.vben it died out again.
Vec.- d
laboring and mainmast working in the
deck, mast wedges worked loose and
droipp -d under deck.
Laniards to
main tigging gave out, rove off new
ottis and they partedhigain and again
—ia all rove off six new’ sets of main
laniards.
Cut up a 1, t of new 3',
hemp rigging, ail they had, and cut
lip about Half a ceil < f new 314 manil'a
fer this purpose, wedged the mainmast
the best they could in such rough
weather with sa coming over the
de ks most of the time.
Mast co it
broke away, nude a teiup irary one and
S‘. tired it belt they could.

• • ♦ «
Night i f March 20 jqpderate.
March 21. same.
Hight air to the
n.a thward.
Eight p. m. wind struck
off to west ia a small and blow d
heavy.
Hove io and 1 lid u.it 1 tn .ru
ing of March 22. when all the hoop
broke from mainmast ar.d mainsail
got adrift.
Secured if and kept th"
vessel off before the wind, under two
reefed foresail, as she would not 1 iv'
to under what sail they could car
ry.
Made up their minds to try and
get into Bermuda if they could. This
gale lasted until Murell 25, running 1> fore the wind and repairing damages,
be t they could.
March 25, wind .south, moderate
breeze, repaired vessel's sails, as w 11
as they could.
Used some, now can
vass for temp rary repairs.
In their
1 disabled condition bail to ga about es
the wind lib w. tfioad again toward the
coast a-d bad light variable winds until
April 1G when they spake a fisherman
oo Georges"—got ills, latitude and
longitude and shaped their course f l'
the coast of Maine.
Continued tn
have light winds and foggy weather
until April 9 whin they heard the fag
whistle on M ttiniejis
Rock.
Tile
weather being thick and in their dis-

Counteract Your
Tendency toward
Acid Mouth ...
By letting WRIGLEY’S give you
relief, lasting joy and benefit.
It removes the food particles that
lodge in the teeth and cause fer
mentation and decay. It WASHES
the mouth and teeth, counteracting
the acidity that does so much damage.

WRIGLEYS
after every meal
is prescribed by dentists and doctors.
Says one dentist:
chewing gum is used
regularly it will result in a noticeable
benefit to the teeth.” Get your WRIGLEY
benefit today.

“If

NOTCt

SeferoZ flaoon
Wrigley qaalityStaled in the
Purity Package

"Tests show that
the glands of the
mouth are twenty
times more active
when we chew.
The fluid from
these glands neu
tralizes the acid in
the mouth and
washes it away.”
. . .
—from a

aided condition, did not dare lo run
in. but stood off and\ on until morn’ng
of April 11, when it cleared and they
ran in and succeeded in getting Into
Carver’s Harbor, Vinalhaven. (th?
same place they sailed from 52 diys
before) and came to anchor about 12
o’clock noon.
April 15 steamer Pioneer towed the
vessel to Rockland for repairs.
OH, WANDERERS OF MAINE

Oh, wanderers from the laud of Maine! the
perfume of the pine
Is mingled with jour memory, her violet vales
entwine
Memorial wreaths; she calls for you—oh, must
she call in vain?
Come bank to her who longs for you, oh,
Wanderers of Maine!
From mountain heights your feet have climbed,
from Abraham and Blue,
She looks across the continent and strains her
eyes for you ;
Above the prairies of the West, she calls and
calls again.
“Conte I ?»i:, my childrenCome to me, oil,
Wanderers of Maine !
“My hi“s are high, hut from their tops
sky-fed waters run.
My snows are deep and soft and white,
warm my summer sun,
My springs are like the crystal clear,
clouds are full of rain,
Come hark from yonder sunburnt sands,
Wanderers o; Maine !

(he

and
my

oh,

Come hack! The peaks will welcome you, the
valleys laugh with joy,
The snowflakes leap to touch your hands as
win n you were a boy,
The cowbells’ music, faint and sweet, is tink
ling down the lane,
To n. ’?t yo ir footsteps coming hack, oil, Wan
deters of Maine 1
Come back! There’s room enough—oh, hear the
voice of Kennebec !
The ouean calls; she look/, for you on every
hoinebound deck.
The Androscoggin murmurs Come! Aroostook’s
fertile plain
fs btdroning her wanderers to the motherland
of Maine.
Come back! Come back! Though ye might stay
hut for a little' while 1
And give your mother yet once more the glad
ness of your smile;
For she will clasp you in her armi; and beg
jon lo rtmi.ln
Beneath the perfume of the pine, oh, Wander
ers of Maine.

Come hack?’ she cries!’’.
Aias, tonight,
along the west wind’s swell
A bell’s deep tone is echoing, “Oh, mother
Maine, farewell!’
T!ie fa:hn leader lieth low; he cannot come
again
To lest among the .apple blooms beneath the
skies of Maine.
Th. west winds whisper many a name to homefolks strangely sweet.
“Oh. Casco-crad.ed Longfellow!” the surfhouud bilious beat
"Oh, doers ot heroic deeds! Oh, land-lamented
Blaine,
“Oh, humble" rou’s of holy life, lost Wander
ers of Maine!"

Dear Wanderers, who wander yet 1 If v.e no
more may meet
Until the Land of the Beyond shall press your
weary feet,
Wa Mill W’i.l lift our banner high, and sing
the«old. -refrain.
For i’ are ours forevermore, oh, Wanderers
o* Maine!
—Ju’.la H. .May.

STONINGTON

SHEET

METAL

WORK,

STOVE

AND FURNACE REPAIRING

AUTO RADIATORS REPAIRED
PIPE and PIPELESS FURNACES.
HOT WATER AND STEAM
HEATING
20

Franklin Streat,

•

•

Rockland

Talaphona 424*1

IT THE CHILDREN’S TREAT -

Charles S. Libby is spending a few
weeks in Worcester as guest of his son
Eugene and daughter. Miss Margaret
Libby.
Sunday he spent the day in
Springfield as guest of his brother-inlaw, William Creed.
Almond Miller returned Saturday
from Rockland where he attended '.lie
funeral service of his brother-in-law.
John Carter.
Miss Elizabeth Weiderhold returned
Saturday from Boston and Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Boman and
daughter Ruth of Lisbon Falls are
spending a few weeks in town.
Ladies Night was observed by Can
ton Vinalhaven Friday evening. At 6
o’clock supper was served to nearly 100.
The menu included cold meats, salads,
pics, cakes and coffee. At 7.30 a meeting
was held by the Cantons and degrees
conferred on Daniel Gross, after which
dancing was enjoyed by the Cantons
and ladies.
Music by Lane’s Orches
tra.
Friday night at Union Church vestry
'he Christian Endeavor held a soc: ,1
ea< h member inviting one gue -t.
Lunch was served.
Mr. and Mrs. I.. R. Smith entertained
at 500 Thursday evening.
Miss Helen Orcutt and her Sunday
School Class spent Saturday at the
Red Lion.
They were chaperoned by
Mrs. Mark Smith.
Dinner and sup
per was served.
Calvin Vinal was an over night guest
Saturday at the Ames Farm. Calde-wood’s Neck.
Fernald Ames left Monday for a
business trip to Boston.
J. O. Carver, the barber, is changing
his place of business to Carver's
block.
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Carver arrived
this week from Rockland and will oc
cupy the Carver homestead.

18,

1924.
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Page Five
wince; but then. It was for
Nancy's sake. A survey of the res
taurant, however, did not reveal
Hooper or Nancy.
"Mr. Hooper, sir?” inquired the por
ter. “1 heard him order a cab to
take him to the t'entral station not
five minutes ago. Yes, there was a
lady witli him.”
“Get me another cab,” yelled Jim.
“Central station ns hard ns you can
go," he shouted, as he hoisted Mrs.
Hooper inside. “Ten dollars If you
make it fifteen minutes.”
Jim was able to spend money some
times.
The driver won the prize, and Jim,
leaving Mrs. Hooper to shift for her
self, dashed into the waiting room.
The megaphone was just announcing
the departure of the Chicago train.
Jim hurried round, glancing wildly
about him. lie could not see Hooper
or Nancy. The travelers were stream
ing toward the gate. Yes! There,
waiting timidly behind a pillar, he saw
tier. He sprung toward her.
“Nancy! You were going away with
that man!” lie cried.
“What Is that to you?” demanded
the girl, in n trembling voice.
“I’ll show you. Where is lie?”
"He’s getting the tickets,” she fal
tered.
“Listen, Jim! lie loves me.
He wants me to go with him. We
are to be married on our arrival. Jim
—please don't make n scene. It Isn't
wrong Jim!”
She was half crying, and the re
action bewildered her..
She hardly
knew what she was saying. Jim wait
ed grimly for Hooper to come. He had
forgotten Ids companion.
A cry, confusion, and everybody
was streaming toward the entrance.
Jim saw the porters running. There
were calls of "Police I” He could see
nothing for the crowd. Presently it
dispersed, and a grinning mob made
their way hack toward their places.
“What's the trouble?” Jim inquired.
“Just a man and wife fight,” an
swered a porter. “Little womun in
black—five feet nothing. Big man,
six-footer. Name of Hooper, I funcy,
and he'd abandoned her.
She laid
him down h.v the throat nnd was
choking the life out of him when the
cops came."
Jim looked at Nancy, and then an
infinite pity for the girl came over
him. He had failed, not she; for she
needed the love and guardianship of
a strong man. Henceforward. Invowed, lie would conimand, not sue,
because her nature needed- that. An I
with Ids pity came n renewal of his
love which, he knew, would never
leave him.
He put Ills nrm round her nnd led
her from the station.
him

It Was for Nancy’s ;
Sake
By CAROLINE DIGBY

‘•Sometimes,” said Nancy Milford, "a
girl gets tired of working, Jim.”
‘‘Meaning?” inquired Jim Rogers,
with the smile that alwuys angered
Nancy, because it betokened perfect
comprehension, whereas Jlin under
stood her about us well as—well, less
than any of her friends.
“You know the saying about all work
and no whirl making u slow girl?"
Nancy inquired politely. “Well, Jim,
because I've been engaged to you for
nearly two years doesn't seem to me
any reason why I shouldn't let other
men take me to theaters once la a
while. I'm not u sacrifice, Jim. I’m
uot cut out for one.”
“All right,” said Jim. “I guess I
am slow, but the girl I marry isn't go
ing to fool round with men like Hooper.
Give nip my ring.”
“What do you mean? How dare
you!” exclaimed Nancy, paralyzed
with astonishment. Then she took off
the gold band with its solitaire aud
threw it at him. “ThereI” she said
“Now go and give it to some girl who's
as slow as you are.”
“Thanks,” said Jim, and lelt her.
As soon as lie had gone Nancy sat
down and cried her heart out. She
did love Jim. But Jim was only earn
ing twenty dollars a week in a big
law office, and they couldn’t get mar
ried on that. And Nancy was book
MISS OLD-TIME “COBBLER” keeper for the Cleaves-Smitb com
pany, where Mr. Hooper wits depart
Modern Methods of Doing the Work mental manager. He knew how to
give a girl a good time. Of late,
Declared by Writer to Be Far
though, there hud been something in
From Satisfactory.
tiis manner that had rather frightened
The old-fashioned shoemaker with the girl, and once he had invited her
waxed thread has disappeared from lo a rather flashy restaurant. Nancy
the big city. In Ids place we now had declined Indignantly, hut nowhave foreigners operating electric well, she preferred that sort of man
machinery. Building a shoe by hand to slow, easy-going Jim.
As a matter of fact, Jim was to be
Is a great work, and to produce an
article of comfort It took time. While promoted to an Important position
the soles were being hardened h.v suc that fall, at forty dollars. He had
cessive soaking In water and ham meant to keep the news as a surprise
mering, the uppers were being softened for Nancy, hut after she had Insisted
on a last the size of yottr feet, the
usual process being kneading with the
Shankbone of a reindeer. The effect
was the creation of damp-proof soles
and perfect, easy-fitting uppers.
The eleetrlo machinery now used
for lialf-sollng and soling shoes sends
the shoes hack to the owner smaller
than they left him to he repaired—
often too small to be worn, writes the
New York correspondent In the Phila
delphia Ledger. A fierce row In a
Sixth avenue repair shop recently
brought all this out. a customer hav
ing entered and thrown down a pair
of shoes that the machine repairing
had made worthless. It developed that
with the machine fnucli of the uppers
has to be taken In. while in the old
way hv hand that sacrifice was easily
obviated. As It now stands, one is
lucky to get one litilf-sollng from an
electric repair machine. The oldfashioned collider could give a shoe as
many solings as the uppers would last.

At the specif 1 town meeting held at
tiie selectmen's o.'lice. Saturday after
noon an addition ,1 $7,000 was raised, Plaztie Wood It Better Than Wood.
An English company, allied to the
it being for the drinking fountain and
retirement of water bonds. This will Nobel Interests, fins put on the market
increase the total amount raised to a product, known us plastic wood.
ibout $30,000.
This substance can he molded into
Jasper Chapin and family who have any shape or form and is easily
been spending the winter in town, re worked. All that Is necessnry to re
turned to tinir home on Is'.e au Haut pair broken furniture or the like Is to
Monday.
form a mold around the break and (ill
Mrs. C. W. Roliinscn and daughter it with plastic wood.
After a few
Edith, who have been spending the hours, the plastic wood is thoroughly
winter witli Mrs. Kate Webb returned dry. The product Is then very hard
Friday to their home in Andover.
and possesses all the characteristics
Mrs. Susie Johnson and Helen
of wood, except the disadvantageous
Noyes were in Rockland Saturday.
I i ron Tracy who has been spending one of absorbing moisture. This hard
a fivr days in town, returned to Bos moss can he sawn, drilled, planed,
chiseled; in fact all sorts of tools can
ton Friday.
Ku Klux Kian supporters are he- he used on It. and furthermore nails,
aoriiing so numerous that they are now screws, etc., cun he driven Into it with
proposing to have an organizer come 'to out any danger of the wood cracking.
town to institute the order.
I.eila Robbins is visiting at Isle au
Support Room in Hospital.
Haut.
The activities of Girl Scouts are
There are f>w mild cases of scarlet- varied. In Moundsville, \V. Va.. which
ina and mumps in town.
has a population of 10,000, a local
Frank Gross has returned home from council has been formed. The scouts,
Bare, Vt., where he has been employed with the assistance of the Itotnry club,
cutting stone.
support n room In the local hospital.
Bill Cousins' restaurant has been
They make ami contribute nil the linen
closed for a few days while receiving a
for this room, marking euch piece with
bright new coat of paint.
Mr. and Mrs. L. Marcus arrived on the Initials. "G. S." One of the duties
the boat Saturday night after six of the scouts Is to keep the room occu
pied. They canvass the town looking
weeks absence in Boston.
Norman ''Chuck'.’ Webb is In town for eligible putielits mid see that they
for a few days on account of illness of are properly cared for. They make a
his father. Charles H. Webb. Norman monthly report to the Rotary club of
has been in Washington and New York their good turns, and receive from the
working this winter for the J. F. Man club its monthly subscription in the
ning A- Son Co.
hospital room. The town has L’Jfi
William McKenzie is the latest to scouts.
install a radio.
Earle Gross returned home Saturday
Another Dinosaur Djtcovered.
from New London, Conn.
Another dinosaur has been discov
Eugtne Dunham and Bessie Fifield
ered iu Alberta. This Inter “find” is
were married at the Methodist par
of
nil entirely new species, and, ac
sonage Tuesday. March 11, by Rev. J.
cording to Dr. IV. A. Purkes, profes
B. Coy. Congratulations.
William Hamblin and Exford Hamb sor of geology nt the University of
lin were in Isle au Halit Just week in Toronto, It Is the only one of its kind
The bones of tills
stalling a Delco lighting system and ever discovered.
wiring the house of Jasper Chapin. The new dinosaur, extinct many thousands
first electric lights ever on Isle au of years ago, were discovered by a
Haut.
party which explored Alberta under
The attractions at Tewks Theatre Prof. I’arkes' Instructions.
for the coming week: Wednesday.
Ethel Clayton in "Her Own Money”
Registered His Own Birth.
and a two-reel Mack Sennett comedy;
To register his own birth after be
Friday. Neva Gerber in ''Dangerous coming of age was the unique experi
Paths,” and two-reel comedy: Monday.
ence of a young man in Quebec. A
Richard Barthelmcss in ‘‘The Bond
Roy" .and Ben Turpin in “Love and render says that when the young man
applied for a birth certificate he
Doughnuts.”

E. Howard Crockett
PLUMBING

CtUegt Prtfiutr.

March

VINALHAVEN

UP
Was

Tuesday,

eling, consisting of thin boards be
tween two layers of metal, lias given
astonishing results.
The material,
adapted for a multitude of uses, can
be made in sections of nny size, is un
affected by moisture, resists abrasion
and warping, and combines strength
with lightness. In tests made a panel
5-10tlis of an Inch thick proved five
times us strong ns a solid wood panel
of equal thickness, and SO times as
strong as a sheet steel panel of equal
weight.

Professional &, Business Carfc
DR. T. L. MtSEATH
Osteopathic Physician
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
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Other People Nay Not

Tell Them Through an Advertaemen! In Thi» Papes.

Vegetable
Seeds

F’.ower
Seeds
Grass

Seed®
Agricultural,

Dairy and
Poultry Supplies
Send for your copy AOtF I

Mailed free on request <5241
KENDALL & WHITNEY
O
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1858— Portland,
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MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD '
Eastern Standard Time

Trains Leave Rockland

for

Augusta, A £7 09 a. in., 17.30 a. tn., fl.lOp. m.'
JLtngoi A§7.(X)a. in.,t/.3O a. m., 11.10p.m. »
Bostun, Aj .00 a. m.. f7.3O a. m., fl- 10 p.m. ’
Brunswick,A$7.0v)a.ni.,t/.30a. in., fl lOp. m..1
|5.30 p. rn.
Lewiston, A§7.00 a. rn., t"..30 a. tn., fl 10 p. tn.
New York, 11.10 p. in.
Portland, A|7.00 a. tu., 17.30 a. in., tl-lOp. ra.,
15.30 p. in.
Waterville, A§7.00 a.tn., 17.30a.m.,|l lOp.m. '
Woolwich, As/.OO am., V.3U a.ni.Jl.10 p. in.,
15.30 p. in.
A Passenger:; praviue cwn ferriage Bath to Wool*
wi h.
t Uaily.t xeeptSunuay.
,
l». C. IKK CI.V.S,
M. 1. HARRIS, * 1
9 rl-L3 V. P. t\- .it ?-L.r. U.Li.'l Passenger Agt.
Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.

R4NGUR LINE
STLAKbHIP BELFAST
Qii' kiitn l Mondays and Thursdays at

Li ive
6.0'i ■ P. .M. for Boston.
IL torn- Leave Boston Tue9da>s and Fridays
•it 5 1)0 P. M. L< sve Kocklar.il Wednesdays aud
Saturdays at 5 On A. M.; Uamdeu 5.45 A. M.J
K.ir«o ;jr> a. m.; Bnrkapurt ooo a. m.;
due Winterport I'.'.JO A. M.
ILS urn—Leave Winterport Mondays
and
Thuih .ays at 10.00 A. M. lor Boston aud way
(Copyright.)
landings, line the fallowing morulng about
7.90 A. M.
NOTE: During the Hose of navigation at
New Paneling Valuable.
I’i'i gor strainer will run to and from Winterport.
The new wood-metal sheet or pan Fi Ivght from and to Bangor will be handled
\ k* Bucksport.

136

NT. DESERT A BLUEHILL LINES
BAR HARBOR LIME

Leave Rockland Wedcestiavs at 5 A. M. for
North Haven. Stonington. Southwest Harbor,
N'oilicvl Harbor, Seal Harbor, due Ba.r Har
bor II A. M.
Return Leave Bar Harbor Thursdays at S.00
A. M. for Lockland and way landings.
BLUE

HILL

LINE

Leave Rockland Saturdays at 5 A. 51. for
Park Harbor. South Brookst ille, Sargeutvllle,
(t'-cr Is’e. Brooklin, South Bluehlll, due Bluehit I 11.6!) A. ,M.
Kcluiii Leave BluchHI Mondays at 8.00 A.
M. fur Ro» l,:tlr,d aid way landings.
At Bosion c.'nnc'iion is made via the Met*
•rpolir.ui Line oj* iesa freight sieantera for
\iw York and points South and West.
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
Portland-New York Freight Service
Direct Freight Service between Portland and
S’ew York is resumed from the New Slate Pier,
Portland. Me. Sailings Tuesdays, Thursdays
and Situ days each way.
Thr».iigli rates and direct track connections
with Maine Central and Grand Trunk Railroc (|.4.
F S. SHERMAN. Supt., Rockland. Maine.
It. S. tHJEICVIAN. 4K<nit, Rockland, Maine.

UNION STREET, ROCKLAND. MAINF

on amusing herself with other men
Graduate of American School ot
Osteoopa+hy
lie did not have the heart to tell her.
Now all was over; botli saw that, Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
for botli had pride, though Jim's love
was stronger than his pride and Nan
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
cy's was not. Nancy sat dowu and
Telephone 323.
wrote Jim n letter that made him
Roeklent
wince. Defiant, reckless, contemptu 38 Summer Street.
58-tf
ous, It told hint that he need not see
her again, but, if he wanted to, lie
Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy
could look In nt Trimble's restaurant C. M. WHEELER,D.C.PhC
on Saturday night, where Mr. Hooper
Chiropractor
was taking her, "being able to earn
400
MAIN
STREET - - RCCKLANf
money and not too stingy to spend it.”
Graduate Palmer School ot Chirourcli,
Nancy carefully blotted the tear that
Oflce Hours:
fell on her signature and sealed the Mondays. Wednesdays. Fridays. 10-12, 2-5, 7-1
Tuesdays, Thursdays, 10-12, 7-5
letter. Then she posted It.
_______________ Saturdays 10-1?
T„| no,
On Saturday morning Jim's employ
H.
V.
TWEEDIE,
M.
D.~
er called him Into his private office,
where a little woman in Idack was
Diseases of the Eye;
seated, dabbing at her eyes with a wet
Refractions, Etc.
handkerchief.
407 MAIN STREET
“Rogers,” he said, “I want you to
Hsert. t to 12 A. M.; I to 5 P. M.
undertake n confidential mission.
Residues. 21 Fulton Streat. TsI. dlh-1
Office Telaunona 403.W
This lady was deserted by her hus
E? W. HODGKINS. M
D
band In Illinois two years ago. He's
Hooper of the Cleaves-Smlth com
Office: VINAL BLOCK, THOMASTON
pany. What's the mutter? You don't
Offioa Hours: I tu 3 anti 7 to 9 P. M
know him, do you?”
“I know a friend of his,” .answered Residence until 9 A. M. and by Apreirtme*
Jim softly.
Telephone*: Residence. ^1-4: Office MS
“Mrs. Hooper Insists on seeing him.
W. A. J0HNS10K. SfcG PHC
She thinks It would bring about a JOHNSTON’SDRUGSTORB
reconciliation and avoid trouble.”
COMPLEE
DRUG
AND
SUNDRY
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION
10
"I think it would be better to beat
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DF
his head off, sir,” said Jim.
VtLOPING,
PRINTING
ANO
EN
LARGING.
“How dare you abuse my husband!”
stormed the little lady, rising, and 370 Main Si.. Rockland Mr
~IL M? de ROCHEMONT
Jim subsided humbly.
“It's too late to get there before the
106 PLEASANT STREET
store closes,” said the head of the
firm. “But perhaps on Monday morn PLUMBING
HEATING
ing you could take her—”
TEL. 244-W.
“I cun take her tonight,” said Jim.
117-tf
“I know where lie dines. But If
there's any chance of a row—”
ARTHUR L. ORNE
“1 am not that kind of a woman,”
Insurance
cried Mrs. Hooper. “I believe in love.
If my poor husband was enticed away
StscceMor to A. J. Erakind A Co.
from me 1 can win him linck the
moment I sc-t eyes on him. He loves 417 MAIN ST - - ROCKLAND. Mt
L. R. CAMPBELL ~
learned that his parents had never reg me, but lie Is weak.”
“We’ll strengthen him, Mrs. Hoop
istered him.
Attorney at Law
er.” said Jim, smiling. “Where shall
I call for you tonight?”
Huntsr’s Lucky Shot.
He met her by appointment and Special Attention to Probate Mitten
A hare was shot while up a tree h.v
took her to Trimble’s in a taxicab.
975 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND. ME
a Manitoba hunter. The animal had
The thought of the publicity made
been caught by a huge hawk and as it
EDWARD K. GOULD
was rising with its prey the liuuter
cot liotli on the one shot.
Attorney at Law
You Know What You Are Doing.

Know the tremendous puls

^8^

rtnn tillaon eve.

main

A C. MOORE

Piano Tuner
WITH THE MAINE MU81C CO.

Vinalhaven

and Rockland
Steamboat Co.

The direct route between
ROCKLAI.D, VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN.
SION NG10N AND SWAN’S ISLAND

WINTER ARRANGEMENT

(Subject to chance without notice)
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. THURSDAY, JAN. 3,
1924

L« aves Swan’s Island dally except Sunlays
at 5.30 A. M. tor Stonington, North Uaven,
Vi.ialhavcn and Rockland.
Returning leaves Rockland at. 1.30 I*. M. for
Vinalhaven, North Havel), Stoulngton, and
Swau’s Island.
.

W. S. WHITE,

General Manager.
Rockland. Maine, Jan. 3. l'?24.

PRINTED BUTTER
FAPER PRICES
'.FUL'LVnON ?IZfc WITH NAMB
AMI AUDHESS ( k MAKES ANU
M>;r WEIGHT. IN AGGORUANd
WIT 11 FEUEHAL LAW.
$4.50 per

1000 Sheets

For Puund tiza
uozuige *r oeutz addiUoMi

$2.75 per 500 Sheets
Postage 10 cents aildillunW
Fur each additional I'KAI sheets ordrn-fl at same lime, add to the price
of first ILMX», M.Ofi and
Pauls pusL
sge fur e»ch VJiM).
$4 00 per

1000 Sheets

Fur Half J'oiiDd i'se
Collage 10 cents sdilitloasl

$2.50 per 500 Sheets
Postage 10 oeuls sdditiossl
Fur each additional ICW sheets ord(Ti-d at same lime, add to the prloi
of first 1000, Ki 50 and 10 cents post
age foe each 1000.

THE
COURIERGAZETTE.
Ro klsnd Maine

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney at Lav

SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRAtiTICI
411 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MB.
TeleuHonea—Office 4Sflk
Houm 60S-W
PICTURE FRAMINC—Saws sharpened, all
kinds of shop carpenter work promptly and
carefully done. EDWIN H. MAXCY. over Paj-

bou’a store, at the Brook.

Rockland
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THOMASTON

TWO FROM THOMASTON

Walter Studley arrived home Friday
from Florida. He spent four months
in the Southland, visiting in 15 differ
ent States. Mr. Studley has a desire
to know something of his own coun
try from personal observation. Travel
is a good educator.
Speaking of visiting different States
of the Union, the late Hon. E. K.
O'Brien a year before his death stated
to the writer that he had been in
every State and territory of the L'nited
States oxcepting three. In his judg
ment New England was a hundred
years ahead of other sections of the
country.
The State D. A. K. convention will
meet in
Buth
Wednesday
and
Thursday. From Gen. Knox Chapter
will go the regent, Miss Hortense Wil
son.
Mrs. Charles Starrett entertained the
Sewing Club at her home Saturday
evening. After a tine supper the la
dies sewed and talked—two words to
each stitch. Altogether it was a good
time.
The Baptist Ladies’ Mission Circle
will meet this Tuesday afternoon with
Mrs. Mary Waldo.
Henry B. Shaw, who is devoting his
time this winter to cutting logs, tire
and kiln wood in Cushing, is spending
this week at home.
Mrs. Amos Bow went to Portland
Saturday.
Mrs. E. K. Winchenbach who has
lieen in Worcester and Boston the past
month is at home. She was accom
panied by her daughter, Mrs. How
ard Smalley, who returned to Worces
ter today.
Mrs. Eliaabeth flay is recovering
from a recent severe ill turn.
Mrs. Lydia Storer of Rockland v.i'l
be the soloist at the Lenten reading at
the Congregational church WeJnes lav
at 4 o’clock in the afternoon. The
Bible Study class will meet Tirur.i;
evening at 7 o’clock.

Mrs. C. A. Creighton and Mrs.

R. O. Elliot Will Attend the

National Convention.

This town will have the unique
distinction of sending two delegates
to the Democratic rmivention in NewYork, and both of them women.
Mrs. bols M. Creighton began her
political activities in 1919, preparing
for the possible suffrage victory of
the following year.
She is the wife
of Charles A. Creighton, a prominent
lime manufacturer, and former membor of the Maine Senate.
She was
educated at Abbott Academy, An
dover, Mass., and lias always shown
a broad interest in the affairs of her
town, State and Nation.
She is a lust State regent of the
Daughters of -the American Revolu
tion and is on the editorial staff of
the Knox Messenger,
the
only
straight Democratic
newspaper in
Maine.
It is edited by her son,
Robert Creighton.
suf'Although opposed to woma
frage, she has been an a •t.v p ;::ty
She
worker since it was grained.
.mo it tie
is vice chairman < f the
State Committee and vice president
Club of
of the Woodrow Wiis »:i
Thomaston.
She has d nt much organization work in th? S:

ROCKPORT
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Cavanaugh Wins School Committee Contest—Daylight
Saving Adopted—Y. M. C. A. Building Bought
The few contests in Rockport town
meeting yesterday were of a one
sided character, but lent a certain
amount of zest to the proceedings.
Women were unsuccessful in Xheir
candidacies, although Airs. Charles S.
Gardner, aspirant
fbr
the school
committee, did come within 24 votes
of her male opponent.
The question
of whether the voakl commissioner
should have his pay increased from
$500 to $600 precipitated a lively con
troversy, but the
proposition
was
downed by a vote of 131 to 67.
L. True Spear • and Charles
L.
Veazie were elected to the respective
positions which they have for several
years filled with so much credit—
Moderator and Town Clerk.
C. L. McKinney as first selectman
and Bert R. Andrews as third select
man were elected without opposition.
The contest for second selectman re
quited in 139 votes for Maynard In
graham i 1 39 for Irving Cain. Ro
land Crockett was re-elected tax col
lector, re ei\ :ng 135 votes to 59 for
Miss Hortens’ Boh; dell.
Charles S.
Gardner and Ch r’.es L. Veazie were
re-elected aud:to- and treasurer, re, spe lively, without opposition.
The
!ril contest of the day was over the
J cle ben t f a member of the school
J
•i nircittco.
Charles A. Cavanaugh,
t’s
incumbent received 10S votes and
i
Mrs. Charles S. Gardner 84.
Other
odi<” rs chosen were: (Charles L. AIc..
road comnrtssii ner, Ralph E.
b n:x<
IT! op’ • lire inspe t »r and C. L. McMaynard Ingraham and Mrs.
Krtr.
Withee r»thv?s’ aid co in mi t-

Mrs. La vin it G. Hi I io; wn » is a s it ja on tii
soeiated with Mr/. C.
wife o
Maine «bjation, is :
Richard O. Elliot, th? pi s. t -eralor
from K: • \ (’.vr.ty. aril
She
woman to
:« v 1 * in this own.
is a mem >er t>; the JKr ’i r.-.tic town
the I huncommit Le? vi e chairnu ■i , ( fii
a- Uea
ocratic ? unty i.inxitte.
j me
president of t«<
’s Clubs
tion of Pein •
since its org :>•
I' d..n\r;ey
Las att( •'.tied
I c <»f Peno
and a • Lti »na
,
i in ’O'"’
The W. C. T. V. will meet I’. U ly • crati • c
of n -i.o ratwith Mrs. Truman Sawyer, l’a k ;• attended
York.
w• m
street.
L cf I he DemThe Pythian Sisters Circle met wi.hj Airs. El
i Thom istor..
Mrs. Hattie Tillson last Friday, with erratic \\ ■
W ilson Club,
W . dr
an election of officers which rerult ‘ I active
• is’ : i i».nas follows:
President, Mrs. Ada a i d tl
Chadwick; vice presidents, Mrs. Le. na aiittee
Risteen and Mrs. Blanche Everett;
secretary, Mrs. Blanche Wilson; trea. ccr of the poor and
emirr. ted f .
urer, Mrs. Hattie Hahn; press con - np min r of the school
I ip ray Mil’-c;
spondent, Mrs. Edith Fales. The 1
oard for on rear and Aliss Helen
meeting will be held at the home <
years. An adjourned
arr for thre
Mrs. Hattie Tillson, Meadow roa
meting iscalled for 7.30 Thursday
March 28.
Air. and Mrs. Halvpr Whitney < 1' night when some minor difficulties will
Hartland, formerly of Thomaston, have I be ironed out. Adelbert Benner met
the sympathy of their friends here in! with popular favor for road commis
the death of their young son, which sioner.
occurred recently.
George Springer, a former star route
CAMDEN
carrier between Thomaston and Friend
ship, lias been visiting in town. His
Air and Airs. D. J. Dickens enter
homo is now in Massachusetts.
tained friends at dinner and auction
We learn with regret that there is Friday evening. There were six tables
no improvement in the condition of in play and prizes were won by Airs.
Ralph G. Whitney, who has been sick Walter F. Clark and John Bird. Con
several months.
solation went to Fred T. Simpson and
About $300 is due on the pledges to Mrs. Ada F. Aleras.
the new school building. The com
The P. N. G. Association will meet
mittee hopes that those who have not at I. O. O. F hall in Camden next
paid will do s<> before the annual town Wednesday Supper will be served at
meeting March 31.
6.30 by the members of the Rebekah
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. degree staff; 35c per plate.
James Closson of Whitinsville, Mass.,
Airs. Gleason Annis, who was the
on the birth of a daughter. Mrs. Clos- weekend guest of Mr. and Airs. H. R.
son was Miss Mildred Newbert. daugh Annis, returned Monday to her home
ter of Mr. and Airs. Herbert Newbert in Stonington.
of this town.
The Friday Club will meet this week
Mrs. 8cott Young and Miss Margaret with Airs. Fred T. Gould. A picnic
Young are visiting Mrs. Goldie Young lunch will be served. Members not
Price in Boston.
solicited should take cake or sand
Steam lighter Sophia arrived Sat wiches.
urday from the Kennebec river with a
Regular meeting of Joel Keyes Grant
load of sand consigned tp A. J. Elliot Circle Friday evening at 7.30. There
for the State prison.
will be no work for the Sewing Circle
Charles Simmons has returned to in the afternoon.
Springvale.
Masonic Assembly Thursday.
Debating teams from the Rockland
H. W. Stevens has gone to Wash
and Thomaston High Schools met at ington for a few weeks’ visit.
the Congregational vestry Friday even
The P. J. Good ambulance has been
ing to debate the question, “Resolved, kept busy the past week and is a
That the United States Should Join great convenience to the community,
the League of Nations.” Thomaston which people are just beginning to ap
High had the affirmative and its de predate. Among the important calls
baters were Ramos Feehan and Georgia was the taking of Clarence Payson to
Wyllie. The negative debaters from Silsby Hospital, Rockland, where he
Rockland High were Havener Cas- will undergo an operation; Saturday
sens and Abraham Fein. The decision Ralph Wilson was brought home from
was given to the Rockland team. The Knox Hospital where he has been hav
judges were Rev. W. S. Rounds of ing treatment and Airs. C. S. Sabin
Rockland, F. D. Rowe, superintendent was taken to the Knox for an x-ray
of Warren schools, and Airs. Clara T. Several minor calls in town with
Sawyer of Thomaston. The Thomaston several in Rockport and one to Union
High School orchestra played a number make up the list.
of selections enuring the evening.
Robert Smith is home from New
York where he was recently graduated
Friday evening Ruth Pillsbury and from a radio school.
Gladys Long, principals, and Wilmer
The High School debate at the Bap
Cushman, alternate, of the High School, tist church Friday evening was well
accompanied by Aliss Hawkins, assist attended. The question was “Shall the
ant teacher, went to Camden to meet United States enter the League of
the Camden High School debaters in Nations?” Camden High had the af
argument on the question, “Resolved, flrmatlve and Thomaston the negative
That the United States should enter The judges were Reuel Robinson cf
the League of Nations.” Thomaston Camden, H. L. Withee of Rockport and
had the negative. Camden won. Rev. Rev. R. H. Short of Thomaston, and
It. II. Short was one of the judges.
their decision was in favor of Cam
William H. Simmons has chopped 25 den.
The big days of this week are Tues
cords of kilnwood this winter.
It
found a ready sale.
day and Wednesday when the I. O. O,
The Ladies’ Aid of the AI. E. church F. minstrels will be given in the Opera
will meet at the vestry Wednesday House. There has been a Large sale
morning at 9.30 for an all-day session of tickets and a dance is scheduled f«
with picnic dinner at noon. Two com Wednesday with music by Marston
forters are to be knotted. The society This is always a drawing card.
Airs. Arthur Davis is in Knox Hos
will hold its annual Home Night gath
ering March 28 when supper will be pital for treatment.
An unusually large audience attend
served to members and invited gupsts
at 6 o’clock, followed by a literary en ed the »Klan lecture in the Opera
tertainment and a social 'hour. Th House Friday night. Rev. A. O. Henr;
Ladies’ Aid will hold its Easter sale of Columbus, Ohio, took for bis sub
of white goods, aprons and cooked food ject “Americanism and the Ku Klu
on April 16.
Kian,” and was an able speaker.
Smalley’s bus met with a drift on
Contributors to the High School
building fund since the last report upper High street Alonday morning
have been Frank B. Hills. Rev. and which was too much for it. a broken
Airs. It. II. Short and Aliss Eunice axle was the result. The car was
Hawkins.
brought back to Camden for repairs.
The Star restaurant has recently in
Donald P. George has sold his hard
ware business to Elmer E. Studley, stalled a large electric range.
who will take immediate possession.
Air. Studley will remove from >his pres
ent stand at the corner of Alain and
Beechwoods street to the store occu
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
pied by Air. George.
T8« Famsin Sheet Mjtla you ue s4ver
Airs. Elizabeth Turner has returned
tired In all the leadinf ma,nines. Ow
from several weeks’ visit in New York
2200 selections—send fur satalogus.
and Lexington, Mass.
MAINE MUSIC CO. Rockl.nd, Ma.
Aliss Agnes Murphy came Saturday
from Boston where she has been on
business.
A. C. Strout has been confined to the
house several days with rheumatism.
Hollis Overlock, who is with Fred J.
Overlook in Portland, is reported to
be somewhat improved in health.
Miss Phyllis Burkett, a graduate
nurse, plans to remain at home until
fall.
The Democratic caucus last night
made these nominations: Town clerk.
AJaynard Spear; treasurer, William J.
Tobey; auditor, Levi Seavey; select
men, R. O. Elliot, Charles A. Creigh
ton and Frank B. Hills; assessors. Ed
win Anderson. Frank Elliot and Ernest
Horsley. Miss Jennie Aloody was

Every-Other-Day

1924.

18,

IS THE TIME TO ORDER YOUR

BUCKEYE INCUBATORS
ANO BROODERS

Repair cf Hope Road, $1,000.
Equipment tor Fire Department,
$250.
West Rockport Memorial Day, $25.
Replacing

WIRELESS SUPPLIES

THOMASTON
Where you Save Money when you Buy Your Lumber. Atlas Paint,
Oils, Glass, Putty, Windows, Doors, Hardware, Edison Portland
Cement, Murphy's Varnishes, Watatite Spar Varnish, Upson Board,
the best wall board made; Steel Ceilings, Galvanized Iron Gutter
and Conductor, Asphalt and Cedar Shingles, Maple and Oak Flooring.

3uarantee^
On the greatest, most practical
coal-burning brooder ever made.

Seif-feeding, self-regulating, everlasting.
Broods 100 to 1000 chicks at a guar
anteed coat of less '.han 6 cents a day
Used by over 10,000 big and little
breeders. The

STANDARD
* COLONY BROODER
PATENTED
Will do anything any other brooder will do regardless of price, and do it
belter. You know what a good brooder ought to be and do. ’ust put that
on paper and we will sign it and give you the brooder on thirty days’ trial.
If it doesn't come up to every claim we make, you get your money back
without argument.

t
/\
Sf"I

SPECIFICATIONS
Solid cast iron stove.
Two double-disc thermostats,

ROCKLAND
HARDWARE CO.

W,
Efr

Rock““e^wM«Mn«»

i

4C8

MAIN

ST.,

ROCKLAND

and anti-clog.
^Gas proof -fire proof-fool proof.
K Guaranteed to bum more than
^24 hours in any temper*
. ature in one coaling.

SHEET MUSIC 15c

A

SERVICE

THOROUGH

THAT

AND

IS

HUMAN

Customers of the Rockland National Bank
find that the additional effort which we put
into our service, makes it thorough and hu
man—asourina very satisfactory results.
Accounts subject to check are invited.

*
4%

The Rockland National Rank
f

Rockland, Maine
Illy? MEMBER FEDERAL’RESERVE SYSTEM :,!!||;

*
jag

Wanted

CED ALINE

WANTS 0 Gliamberma hl.
TEL. Rockland. Me.

BUILDERS' SUPPLIES

WANTED—Small apartment by middle aged
couple: modern conveniences
Write “M. P.”
earc COVRIER-GAZOTTE.
34*36
WANTED—TO BUY two 4 to 6 room houses
at the Southend.
Will pay from $1000 to
$3000. L. W. BENNER, Real Eblate Agents, 2
North Main Street.
3:5-3>

THOMASTON
16-T-tf

The

OWL’S

Biggest

Re-elects

Town

Last

NORTH

HEAD

Meeting

Year’s

CAUCUS

WANTED—Position as chauffeur, or to drive
truck. Will go anywhere. ARTHUR GROTTDN,
Rockport. Tel. 14-3 Camden.
33-tf

WANTED—One more salesman for Rockland,
a good proposition for the right man. See MR.
MEARS
at once, 7 Bunker St. or Telephone
Republicans Opposed To Pri959-W for appointment.
33-35

Offi

marv
I
mary L^WS

cers—The Appropriations.

Owl’s Head had her biggest town
meeting yesterday, with nearly 200 in
attendance. All the town officers were
re-elected and the meeting passed off
very smoothly.
The annual town
meeting dinner was served by the
ladies of the community, and was
thoroughly enjoyed.
Mrs. Belle R. Collins was re-elected
town clerk and the same selectmen,
Miss Kila L. Maddocks, Oliver Perry
and John Hail were retained. Charles
W. Livingston will be town treasurer
and tax collector for another year. It
was voted to eliminate a road commissie>ner the ensuing year, the selectmen
assuming the duties. Arthur Rain avas
elected to the school committee for
three years.
These appropriations were made:
High School tuition ..................... $700.00
Text books ..................................
58.00
Repairs of schoolhouses .......... <50.00
Common schools ........................... 803.00
Roads and bridges ..................... 2075.15
Sidewalks ........................................ 200.00
Care of poor .................................. 600.00
Town expenses ............................. 2068.00
Lighting ................... •••••,............ 114.5#
Interest on town debt ................. 300.00
Outstading town notes ............ 1000.00
Mothers' aid ................................... 215.00
State aid highway ....................... 533.00
In addition it was voted to establish
new lights at Maloney's Corner and at
the corner near the town hall.
A. B. Borgerson again acted as mod
erator, giving much satisfaction.

HAVEN

THORNDIKE liOll :t

WANTbD—MM-lie aged woman u
tor
two children aced 3 Hiid 4. GhmI
Anply to MRS. H W DR1NKWATER. 14 Trim
St., (’amdiii. Tel. 33-C.
34-36

W. J. ROBERTSON

Ao
ZAS

NL-kxxr
WANTED—Home washing and ironing done
INOW Xo n (vdar street
MB8. LYDIA ATKIN-

Tkoxz
iney

SOX. Telephone Xo. 63-6.

Stand.

At the Republican caucus held In
North Haven Mr. and Mrs. O. S.
Staples were elected delegates to at
tend the State and District convention
in Portland April 3. and Mr. and Mrs.
H. M. Noyes were elected alternates.
The following Republican down com
mittee was elected; Frank Beverage,
Mrs. Lenora Cooper, Jennie Beverage,
J. O. Brown, Mrs. Nellie Brown, Mrs
Alice Sampson, Isa Beverage, Arthur
Beverage, Frank Waterman, Almon
Cooper. Mrs. Mabelle Stone, Constance
Carver, Mrs. Drama Stone, Mrs. Horace
Noyes, Mrs. J. O. Brown. Fremont
Beverage. George Beverage, Frank
Sampson. H. T. Duncan, L. B. Stone.
W. Sampson, Blanche Cushing, Vernon
Beverage and Etta Beverage.
The committee met and elected these
officers; Frank Beverage, chairman;
Lenora Cooper, vice chairman; Jennie
Beverage, secretary; James O. Brown,
treasurer.
The caucus went on record as opjajsed to the primary laws as they now
and.

•THE •
KITCHEN
CABINET

Those persons and things, then, that
Inspire us to do our best, that make
us live at our best, when we are In
tlieir presence, that call forth from
us our latent and unsuspected per
sonality, that nourish and support that
personality—those are our friends.—
Randolph S. Bourne.

FOR THE TABLE

33*35.

WANTED—Salesman, the best proposition on
high grade electrical appliance in the country.
Experience unnecessary, unlimited possibilities.
Apply
at
TORRIXGTOX OFFICE, 638 Main
street, 6 .o 9 p. m., 8 to 9. a. m.
33*35.
WANTED—l’ulp wood cutters.
Rockland.

TEL. 21 23,
31*36

WANTED—At all times Shaggy cats and
kittens.
Highest prlcos paid.
TEL. 352-14.
JOHN S. BAXLETT. Rockville. Me.
31-tf
WANTED—First class Boat Builders, steady
work and good pay, apply CAMDEX YACHT
BUXJ. & RY. INC., Camden, Me. Tel. 319.
17-42
WANTED—Oak lumber In the log, landed In
our yard. Telephone or write. CAMDEX YACHT
BLDG. & RY. INC., Camden. Me. Tel. 31B.
17-42

F or Sale
FOR SALE—2 parlor stoves, 1 bed, dining
room furniture, etc.
ROBERT COLLIXS, Real
Estate. 375 Main 81.____________________ 34-tf

FOR SALE—Gardner
house.
Beech
St.;
Stover house. Limerock St.; 3 houses at Southend.
Nice house with improvements at Xorthend ; 55 acre farm with plenty of wood $1,500.
Long list of other good trades.
ROBERT COLLlXri, Real Kctale. 373 Main St._______ 34-tf
FOR BALE—House In Rockport on Frank
lin St., good trade.
LEOXIE SELLERS, 31
Mechanic St., Gamdcn._________________ 34*33
FOR SALE House at 322 Old County Road,
rooms downstairs. 5 and bath up—hot water
heat, cemented cellar, hot and cold water, set
tubs, cold room in cellar, line bam and other
out-buildings and 6 acres of land.
Tills is
known as the Warren Gardner place.
Apply
W. BEXXER. Real Estate Agent, 2 Xortli
Main street. Rockland.__________________33-35

~FOR SALE—House six rooms, hardwood
floors, garage attached to house, electric ‘lights,
one minute walk from electric car line. Call
at 13 TALBOT AVEXL’E. Tel. 274 M.
________________ 33*35
FOR SALE—Hard 'wood, sawed. $14; spilt
$16. BERT MERRILL. Tel. 45-5, Thomaston.
___________ 33*35
FOR SALE—House In Camden, with all mod
ern improvements, stable and garage.
Slate
roof on all buildings. Call after 5.30. MRS.
W. E. DBIXKWATBB, 39 Mountain St., Camden. Me. Tel. 83-3,___________________ 33-38

Stop White
Diarrhea
Save your little chicks from White
Diarrhea. Don’t let this terrible dis
ease weaken and kill them. Keep it
out of your flock. This disease will
cause no trouble if you put Pratts
WhiteDiarrhea Remedy in the chicks’
drinking water from the moment of
hatching until they are about 10 days
old. By that time the chicks will oe
husky enough to resist the trouble
successfully. Pratts is easy to use
Cheap, cttective.You can depend on It.

FOR SALE—Two sets of loo lb. Detroit Com
puting
8ca!es,
the
regular grocery
store
scales; are in perfect condition: cost $140 a
set. will take $65 and $75 or $110 for both
sets. Terms if desired. Sent freight paid on
approval.
V.
B. STIMI’SOX, South China,
Me. Tel. 9-5.__________________________ 33*40
FOR
SALE—Lady’s
winter coat, size 50 ;
cost $28. will sell for $20; been worn once.
For particulars CALL 411 -W. z________ 32-34

FOR SALE—22 foot motor boat, suitable for
Ashing or pleasure. E. G. DAY, 12 Clarendon
St. Tel. 691 R.________________________ 30 tf
FOR SALE—Two Brunswick Cabinet Ma
chines. 1 Comet, 1 Wright piano at $35.
STCDLEY’S MUSIC STORE. Rockland.
Tel.
71X_________________
_________________ 28-tf

FOR SALE—Hard' Wood fitted or junks.
Io using bread crumbs for escalPRATT FOOD CO.
Telephone 172-6, Warren, Me., or write JOHX
124 Walnut St.. PhUadalpUa, Pa.
loped dishes, season well with salt and
COGAX, Thomaston, R. F. D.___________ 28*39
pepper and add to a
FOR SALE—Dry Goods Business; no compe
small quantity of melted
tition; town booming; fine store; price low.
H G. STARRETT, Warren. Me.________27-tf
butter; stir until well
~FOR SALE—Duster
Iksnerma i
traps
on
mixed.
Currants, the
hand and made to order. FIELD & KEEP, 19
dried variety, may be
McLoud St., near DaakeU'a g’ore. Southend.
White
Tel. 758-*._________________
151-tf
well cleaned by rubbing
iarrhea Remedy
ToR-SALE—Burpee’s Furniture Pollati. Used
them well In flour, which
In Rockland for slaty yearn. Large bottle 6«c;
will remove any grit,
small bottle 30c. BURPEE FURNITURE COM
Caarantccrf <Mrf /«r sob
PANY.
It*
then wash and dry In a
collander and they will
Kntx County Grain Cnm.uy, Gm.
To Let
H. Hart. Rockland Grain Cco.any,
be ready for use.
H. H. Stovar A Co.. Rockland; F.
One of the most wholesome of
J. Wiley. Cimdtn;
Bunn. Elliot
FURNISHED ROOMS—Board If desired.
17
Ccm.aay, Thomaitwi.
breakfnst foods Is wheat right from
ST.
Tel. 7 17 M_____ ____________ 31*36
the granary. Soak over night, then
TO LET—Tenement at 61 Cedar street. sU
roonw, electric lights, flush closet, clean and
cook slowly on the back of the stove
ready to occupy.
MRS. GEORGE MUGRIDGE,
until the wheat Is a gelatinous mass.
Eggs and Chiclu
2 Oak St. Tel. 45-1_._____________
30-tf
Serve with top milk.
TO LET—Two furnished rooms for light
Green Soup.—Wush two quarts of
kousekeeplng with heat and lights. CALL
411 W.
34-36
spinach In several waters.
Wash,
TO LET—Board and room. 17 WATER ST.,
peel and chop fine three small turnips,
32-34.
CITY.
two onions, n bunch of celery and a
Inquire DAVID
TO LET—Store on Main St.
bunch of parsley. Fry the vegetables
29-tf
RFBENSTtoN.
Tel. 809-M.
In four tnblespoonfuls of butter, add a
TO LET—Furnished room, modern conven
iences ; also garage.
Inquire at 5 UNION ST.
.pint of water and simmer until tender.
_____ ________________ 29-tf
Mix two tuhlespoonfuls of flour with
TO LET—Furnished room; also tenement.
a little milk, add it to one and oneMRS. W. 8. KKXXISTOX, 176 Main 8t.
Tel.
half [>lnts of milk, and boil flve min
278-R.
tS tf
BARRED ROCK tODD—$1.W and $1.25 per
utes. Put all the vegetables through setting.
Xnn-fertile
eggs
for
preserving.
TO LET—Six room tenement on Otis street
a sieve, then add the hot milk and ROGER RHODES, dl Broadway, Rockland. with bath and garage. Inquire at It MYRTLE
Tel. 424 2.
___________________
33*37
8T.
_______ _____ ________ ______ 16-tf
serve will) croutons.
BABY CHIX—Wyllie’s Single Comb Reds
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves,
Tuna Fish Salad.—Take one cupful bred
for eggs, type and color.
Order early and musical instruments or anything that re
of tuna fish, shredded, three-fourths of 22c each postpaid. F. H. WYLLIE, Thomas quires a dry, clean room. Terms reasonable.
ton.
R.
F.
D.
Fhone
171-42.
27*38
J. R. FLYK. 221 Main 8L. Rockland.
1-tl
a cupful of boiled salad dressing, onehalf cupful of chopped celery, oneUsed Cars
CITY OF ROCKLAND
half envelope of gelatin, one-fourth
cupful of water, one chopped green Regulations and License of Dogs and Protection
FOR SALE—1923 Ford Sedan in excellent
of Sheep
condition; some extras.
S. J. ROKES. 62
pepper, one-half teaspoonful of snlt,
Limerock St.
32-34
Every
owner
or
keeper,
on
the
first
day
of
and one-fourth of a teaspnonful of April, of a dog more than four months old.
1922 BIG SIX STUDEBAKER—In good conpaprika. Sunk the gelutin In the shall annually before the tenth day of cold d!tlon
and ready to drive out.
Now Is the
cause it to be registered, numbered, de
water five minutes, then add It with April,
time to buy your used car at your own price
scribed and licensed for one year commencing
Call
A.
C.
JONES,
phone
576
R
or FIRE
all the other Ingredients to the hot with the first day of April aforesaid, in the PROOF GARAGE, plfone 889
16*tf
of the clerk and shall keep around Its
salad dressing. Turn Into Individual office
neck a collar dl?rttnctly marked With the own
molds dipped tn cold water and chill. er's name and ita registered number, and shall
MiKelianeous
Tutn out on crisp lettuce and serve. pay to said clerk for a llcenoe the turn of one
doRar and fifteen cents for each male dog and
Southern Golden Fleece.—Cut fine for each female dog incapable of producing Teachers wanteo-co«<i position* for
term.
Write
today.
THE
NEW
young so kept, and flve dollars and fifteen Sprlnc
and rwlt In a saucepan one-half pound cents
for each female dog capa.ble of producing ENGLAND TEACHEK8’ AGENCY, Y. M. C. A.
Bldg.
Portland, Me,33-35
of rich cheese; when soft add one cup young. Any person becoming the owner
ful of cream and a dash of cayenne; keeper of a dog after the first day of April
PAINTING—C. E. Lerm.nd doea automo
not duly licensed as herein required, shall
when thoroughly blended, break In within ten days after he becomes tlie owner bile, Carriage and Sign Painting. 48 years
experience.
Simp in Union next to Whieoflve fresh eggs, cover for two min or keeper of said dog, cause said dog to
paw A Abbott UaragO-_________________81*4~>
described
and
licensed
as provided above.
utes; when the white Is set, remove Every owner or Weeper of dogs, kept for breed
SNOWMAN. TEL. (7Z-R does ail kinds or
the cover, add a little salt and beat ing purposes may receive annually a special Trucking and Moving.
______________ 1 l*tf
kennel license authorizing hint to keep said
the mass briskly with a spoon for a dogs for said purpose, provided he keeps said
NEW ANO SECOND HAND SHOES, Cloth
few minutes. It will rise tn a yellow dogs withia a proper anckwure. When the ing, Crockery and Household Goods Bought
kenael llceosa authorizing him tt> keep said and Sold. C. T. BRACO, Bankln Block. »-tf
foam, tender and delicious. Serve on number of dogs ao kept does aot exceed ten,
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
the
fee for said license Khali be ten dollars and
buttered toasted milk crackers.
the Roeldand Hair Store, 338 Main St. Mall

tf

Solve the Servant

Interest Paid on Savings Accounts

FOUND—A Better Kerosene—Lwsterlite. You
can have It delivered in 5-gal. lots to your
home anywhere In Rockland free. For service
call MOODY’S. 455-M.
1-tf

The new material for Lining your Clothes Closets. It takes the
place of cedar chests, protects your good clothes against moths;
Clothes Reels, Step Ladders, Numetal Weather Strips, Etc., Etc.
And many other things too numerous to msntioh here.
GIVE US A CALL. GLAD TO QUOTE PRICES

AT

Found

LOST—Blue beaded hand bag containing
sum of money on Masonic or Spring street:;.
Reward.
MRS. E. B. INGRAHAM, 17 Ma
sonic St.
34-36

THE PLACE TO BUY IS IN

TEL. 124-3.

and

FOUND—Greatest barpln on earth.
MAH
JONG. Complete set, rules easy
to
learn.
Blushed to $1.00.
P^. BOX 329^
3P36 _

The Machines That Give Results

1922, Western Kewepaper Union )

v Money-Back

Lost

More Chix. Larger Chix, Stronger Ckix

Railing,

Chiekawaukie

$450.
Extension of Warrenton Street
Concrete Sidewalk, $800.
Gravelling Cross, Alain and Park
Streets. $500.
To turn Water down Main Street on
Araek’s Hill. $300.
Survey of Sea View Cemetery, $200.
lit 4 was thought there might be a
lively debate on Arti le 56 which was
to see if the town would accept as a
gift or buy at a cost not exceeding $1
the Y. AI. C. A. building, formerly
known as Rockport Opera House.
Following the reading of the article
there was a moment of tense silence,
which was broken in a dramatic man
ner.
“For God’s sake buy it!” exclaimed a
man in one of the rear seats.
That ended all thoughts of debate.
The article passed, together with Ar
ticle 57 which was to see if the town
would raise $1,000 for repairs and heat
ing apparatus.
It was voted, without division of the
house to adopt daylight saving on the
same basis that Rockland has it.
Other affirmative votes were—
To install three lights in West Rock
port.
To erect three small lights, one on
Alain street near Airs. H. J. Tibbetts’
residence; one near the resilience of E.
E. Thorr.d ke, and one enar the junc
tion of Camden and Grove streets.
To erect an electric light on Beau
champ street.
Th sc app- priations were made:
To test the hydrants once a rnon-th.
Ct>i.i:pon Schools, $6,600.
To transfer the gasoline fire engine
Text Books, $400.
from the village to West Rockport and
H bool
Supplies and Insurance, transfer Pacific No. 3 to Simonton.
1.000.
To buy 300 feet of hose for Rock
Schoolhouse Repairs, $1,500.
ville.
Free High School, $4,500.
It w:|fc voted to pass over the arti
Conveyance of Scholars. $1,000.
cle concerning the sale of the Glen
Superintendent of Schools, $425.
cove schoolhouse.
School Physician, $25.
E. II. Bowers, Arthur B. Packard.
Roads and Bridges, $5000.
Sidney Stinson, Arthur Walker. Daniel
Cutting Bushes in Highway, $300.
V. Kellar, William A. Paul, Guy An
Building and Repairing Sidewalks. nis. E. Stuart Orbeton. Joseph Kirk
patrick, Harry Coll a more. C. Clifton
300.
Lufkin, J. Carleton Pavis were chosen
Freaking Roads, $1-000.
to make recommendations on the arti
Clearing Sidewalks of Snow. $200.
Maintenance of State Aid roads, $850. cles in next year’s town meeting.
State Aid Road. $798.
Mothers’ Aid. $400.
Support of Poor, $2500.
Board of Health, $300.
Memorial Day, $50.
Incidental Expenses. $1500.
W. P. STRONG
Outstanding Bills, $800.
WATCHMAKER and JKWELKR
On Town Debt, $1250.
WALL PAPER
Interest on Town Debt. $800.
Municipal Water. $1695.
ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
Electric Lights. $2160.
8UPPLIES
Support of Joint Library, $400.
THOMASTON. MAINB
Fire Department, $1,000.
Tu*S-«
Cemetery Improvements. $250.
Improvement of West Rockport
ENGRAVED CAKU^—C.I! at tins ortlce and
emetery. $100.
examine styles.
If you already have a plate
Gravelling Rockville Street, $300.
bring it In and let us print you cards In latetf
Widening Oak Street, $130.
dze. THE COURTEB-GAZETTE.

Adrsrttacnsun Is this column sot to uooeS
^no lines inserted oom tor 28 conut, 3 ttmeo
for SO cent* Additional lines 5 coma each
for otto time, U eoots 3 times. S*z words moke
a lute

Problem
ADVEMTOB nr OUR
KfiDP WART OOLUlOr.

fifteen cents; when the number of dogs so
kept exceeds ten, the fee for such license shall
be twenty dollar* and fifteen cents, aud no fees
shall be required for the dogs of such owner
or keeper under the age of six months. Dogs
covered by kennel license shall be exempted
from the provisions of this section requiring
registration, numbering, and cellaring.—Sec
tion 102, Chapter 4, R. 8.
E. R. KEENE, City Clekr.
33-40

PALMER ENGINCB—01 sixes and types,
to 83 h. p. 4 cycle, 1, t, 3 and 4 cylinders,
type for every boat.
The "reliable Palmer"
the best for Ashing boats.
Send for cata
logue and price list.
Largest stork In Maine.
Iiumediaie delivery.
All parts for Palmer en
gines.
PALMER BROS., 31) Portland Pier,
Portland, Maine,
28-38

nrdera solicited. HELEN C. RHODES.

1-tf

STOP USING 8TOVC POLISH
Thousands an usiog something totally
dfareat tad better than stove polish. Neat
a, wax, odorless, fireproof, “sale and sane."
Na faal ao daxll insist oa labor saving.

P|NGO_shu%

I

s

t

o v WA X

ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.

ROCKLAND, ME.
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ROCKPORT

InSocialCircles
In addittoa to personal notes recording de
parture# and arrlrala, the department especially
oeetrea Information ot social happenings, parUae musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall ot
telephone will ho gladly receded.

fELEPHOME .........................................

m

During the spring the B. & P. Wo
men's Club is to hold a series ot card
parties at Its club rooms in'the Salva
tion Army block. The first ot these
takes place tomorrow night, the play
ing to start at 8 o’clock sharp. Parties
will be held weekly instead ot fort
nightly as in the winter series.
The Kalloch Class ot the First Bap
tist Sunday school will meet Thurs
day afternoon with Miss Carrie Dun
can, Thomaston street.

New arrivals in our Dress, Coat and Suit Depart
ments, and who is not interested in new Frocks,
Dresses, Coats or Suits for early Spring wear. You
are sure to admire the recent arrivals they are so
distinctive and attractive looking.
COATS—

Ranging in price from $12.50 to $62.50
SUITS—

Miss Margaret Snow was a guest at
the Sigma Nu house party at Botvdoln
College Friday evening.

Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Fenner (Alice
Spear) gave a card party Friday even
ing In honor of her brother. Fred R.
Spear and Mrs. Spear. Seven of the
nine persons who were there, were from
Rockland, Maine. The guests were Mr.
and Mrs. Charles A. Burnham, Miss
Lucie Winslow, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Edward Lampman, (Maude Hovey)
Miss Hazel Spear and the host and
hostess.—“It's such a pleasure to have
su many of the home folks together in
faraway ' California,"
writes
Mrs.
Lampman from Pasadena.

Mrs. S. S. Waldron has returned
from the Homeopathic Hospital, Bos
ton, where she was operated on.

The range of colors at present In
vogue is limited, but it includes an ex
traordinary
variety
of
different
shades, varying very slightly from one
another. These shades may be di
vided roughly Into three groups—the
pale nudes, the rosy nudes and the
sunburnt and light tan shades; The
emphasis of thg demand is likely to
swing overnight from one of these
groups to another, or from one spe
cial shade within a group to another.
Reports multiply to the effect that
black is growing steadily stronger
and may stage something of a come
back this spring. No doubt there is
bound to be a reaction against the
omnipresent nudes sooner or later, and
the relatively increased call for black
may be a symptom of it. There ap
peal's also to be more interest In gray,
both in light and dark shades, and the
new faint yellow color is' selling to
some extent.—Dry Goods Economist.
The Woman’s Missionary Society,
connecteel with the First Baptist
church, will meet Wednesday after
noon at 2.30, in the vestry.

March 14 the girls of the Know How
Club met with Miss Margaret Everett,
the regular business meeting being
followed by sewing.
This was enter
tainment night for the club, and the
following program was enjoyed by
members and their friends:
Song,
America, Club; poem, Anna Tlanen;
duet, Beatrice and Aimeda Martin;
story, Violet Martin; piano solo, Mar
garet Everett: piano and mandolin
duet, Anna Tianen and Janet Nevln;
vocal solo, Violet Martin: piano solo,
Aimeda Martin; song, Club.

Mrs. Mary Adams is spending sev
eral weeks in Warren, at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. McKellar.
The W. C. T. U. will meet Friday
afternoon at 2.30 with Mrs. Ralph
Chaples, Brewster street. The subject
will be “Medical Temperance,” under
the leadership of Miss Clara M. Farwell.

Rev. Henry E. Dunnack, Maine's
State Librarian, hext lecturer at the
Woman's Educational Club, March 21,
Methodist vestry, is a graduate of
Bowdoin College from which institu
tion two of his sons are also gradu
ates, having been in the service Over
seas. Mr. Dunnack has served Au
gusta nnd other Methrdist churches as
pastor most acceptably. He modestly
claims there is nothing to say con
cerning his life, since it has been al
together an ordinary one, but others
regard it as extraordinary, for he is
the livest of live wires and has made
a profound impression for good op his
generation, being a profound reader
and thinker, an active student of
human nature, a psychologist of ex
ceptional
Insight, with eloquence,
humor and pathos, admirably blended.
Mrs. Simon Crosby' and daughter
Della are spending the week with Mr.
and Mrs. Harvey D. Pease In Wiscas
set.

Members of the B. & P. Women's
Club are reminded of the following
events at the club rooms for -the com
ing week: Monday night, the class in
commercial Instruction under Mrs.
Sargent; Wednesday, the public auc
tion party, playing to start at 8 o'clock
nnd Thursday night at 7.30 the classes
in gymnastic work and dancing under
the leadership of Mrs. Jennie Harvey
Percival.
W. Raymond Erskine is out again
nfter a week’s siege with a severe
grippe cold.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Flanders of
Waldoboro are spending several days
with their daughter, Mrs. Fred Ludwig
Pine street.
The Ludwig home is re
ceiving mfire than its usual quota of
visitors due to the fact that Mr. Lud
wig who has been receiving medical
treatment at Richmond is at home for
a several weeks stay.
Mrs. T. E. Tibbetts has returned
from a three weeks’ visit with her sis
ter, Mrs. John De Orsay, in Waterville,
and her niece, Mrs. H. C. Allen in
Portland. She is stopping at present
with her sister. Mrs. S. W. Lawry, at
the Copper Kettle.

Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Maker and
Charles Anderson, who leave Tuesday
for Criehaven for the summer were
given a “going away" party Saturday
evening by Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Oliver.
At 6 o’clock supper was served, each
guest receiving a favor wrapped in
green In honor of St. Patrick's Day.
The evening was devoted to “63".
Mrs. Mhker received an embroidered
towel and John D. .Shepherd, cigars as
prizes at the first table. Mrs. Annie
Alden received a “box of candy" and
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Ranging in price from $25.00 to $45.00
DRESSES—
Ranging in price from $1 5.00 to $57.50

Forrest Maker a silk handkerchief,
NATIVE OF ROCKLAND
prizes at the second table. Other
guests besides those mentioned were Ninetieth Birthday of Mias Lucy Hatch
Celebrated In Fresno.
M. K. Howard, M. O. Wilson, Adelaide
Shepherd, Gladys Oliver and ’'Auntie"
The Fresno (Calif.) Republican of
Sprowl.
The blue ribbon went to
Maurice for serving the guests and get Feb. 29 printed in its social depart
ment the following story connected
ting a square meal at the same time.
with a former Rockland lady:
• • • •
The Ladies’ Aid of the Methodist
“A large gathering of members of
church will, meet in the church parlors
tomorrow afternoon—business meeting the Parlor Lecture Club was present
at 5 o’clock and supper at 6. Mrs. L. yesterday afternoon to pay honor to
Muss Lucy Hacth, a charter member
N. Littlehale is the chairman.
’f the club, upon the ninetieth anni
Before the
Miss Beatrice Hanrahan entertained versary of her brithday.
at a St. Patrick’s dinner party last reception, Mrs. Katharine Oliver Mc
evening in honor of Miss Charlotte Coy, dramatic reader, gave some inter
Cross, the evening being devoted to esting facts of the life and writings of
Sir James M. Barrie. Mrs. L. R. Willauction.
son introduced the speaker.
“The banquet room of the club
frhe green of St. Patrick’s Day
house was beautifully decorated with
monopolized the table decorations at
fruit blossomls and greenery as a com
the home of Miss Lucy W. Fuller last
pliment to the honored guest, Miss
evening, when that young lady and
Hatch. On a large, round table, cov
Miss Ruth Spear gave a wed ered with a handsome embroidered
ding announcement party for Miss cloth, was a three-tiered birthday cake,
Frances E. Flanagan of this city decorated with pink and white icing
and Walter Dahlgren of Camden. and holding ninety lighted pink can
The guests numbered eight and each dles.
Seated at the table with the
found at her plate a tiny satchel con guest of honor were Mesdames George
taining a tempting piece of cake, on H. Taylor, A. M. Drew, A. B. Clark,
which appeared in green the letters John Faicweather, L. P. Swift and F.
forming one word. When the proper E. Cook.
time arrived there was a comparison
“Mrs. Taylor cut the cake and di
of the words, but the suspense was not rected the program, which included
relieved until the hostess revealed the the singing of Love’s Old Sweet Song
key words. Then the pieces of cake by Mrs. Frank Parks, accompanied by
formed a complete loaf and the words Mrs. Harry Coffee.
In paying tribute
made this sentence: "Pat and Dumpy, to Miss Hatch, Mrs. Taylor gave an
to be married in June." Whereupon the interesting talk of the span of yca-s
festivities resolved themselves into from 1831 until 1924.
The reception
congratulations of a riotously happy committee included Mrs. Peter Droge,
nature. The bride to be is a daughter chairman: and Mesdames F. E. Cook,
of Mr. and Mrs. John H. Flanagan, and H. H. Alexander, L. P. Swift, Georg-i
is an exceptionally popular employe of Hunting, J. L. Ileeder, W. J. Eilert,
Fuller-Cobb-Davls. Mr. Dahlgren is a Frank J. Craycroft and George W.
Bowdoin College graduate, who starred Turner."
» * • •
for two seasons on the Varsity football
Lucy H. Hatch was born in Rockteam. He is now employed In Boston.
At last night's -ahnouncenreftt party land-4Eaat-Thoma.-4oo4 Feb- 28. 16iM,
were Misses Lucy Fuller, Ruth Spear, oldest child of Stephen N. and Lydi l
Frances Flanagan, Dorothy Blethen, S. (Thomas) Hatch, and is the last
Doris Black, Shelby ^neathy, Marlon survivor of that family, which was
Norton and Esther StdsAmson. Cards prominent in the affairs of the commu-,
nity, Mr. Hatch being cashier of the
followed the dinner.
North Bank from the time of Its organ
The Methebcsec Club will meet at ization until his death in 1876. About
the Copper Kettle Friday aftrnoon at the year 1S65 Miss Hatch went to Kan
2.30 with Mrs. Grace Daniels as host sas and for a number of years was a
ess.
Papers will be read by Mrs. teacher in the Ottawa University.
Matie Little and Mrs. Lquise Ingraham. Then she joined with three other
teachers from San Francisco and they
Samuel Freedman of Vinalhaven is went into the San Joaquin valle-r,
at Knox Hospital for an appendicitis where they developed a ranch and
were pioneers in the raisin industry
operation.
which later expanded into one of Cali
A few
Mrs. Jennie Bird returned Thursday fornia’s greatest industries.
night from a nine wetlj’s vacation trip years ago Miss Hatch visited her
spent in part in Trcntin, N. J., where former Rockland home, where she was
she was the guest of her daughter the guest of her cousins, the Misses
Farwell.
Her pleasure in meeting
Madeline who is a tSaoher there; a
old-time friends was very great, for
week in New Haven, guest of a cousin,
she retained her fondness for her na
Mervyn Hall, and the concluding week tive home, with which she had kept
as guest of her daughter, Mrs. Ddtialil in touch through the columns of The
George who is a student of Boston Courier-Gazette, and to which she con
Conservatory of Music.
tinues to be a “constant subscriber.”
Letters received here give additional
The Watinkte Club had a regular particulars of the honors paid her on
‘St. Patrick's Day in the Mornin”' the occasion above described, many
party at the E. E. Hagar home, Grace of them taking the form of beautiful
street last night with Miss Elizabeth presents.
Hagar as hostess and Miss Gertrude
Smith as guest of honor. After en
Mrs. Mabel Wiley, who has been
joying one of Mother Hagar's best din spending the winter with her sister,
ners the party adjourned to an even Mrs. Willis Adams in Atlanta, Ga., nnd
ing of motion pictures.
Mrs. A. M. Waldron in New York re
turned home last Friday afternoon.
The Methodist Class 29 met with On her return she also visited her aunt
Mrs. Abbie Conners Frtday afternoon and other relatives in Dorchester,
and evening, with 27 members and Mass.
friends present. Tlie finances of the class
C. H. Morey is offering his shoe
are in the best condition ever. The
II. C. L. was not spoken of as the party business for sale—a good opening for
were seated at the tables. Favors were the right party..—adv.
shamrocks. The rail call was very en
60UNDS
tertaining as the 4C’s (two captains
and two carpenters) gave their parts
Tlie sound of the sea in my cars
in order. One captain might have been
IS like tiie swelling chords
in a ayrapliony of love and anguish ;
bankrupt, but his wife read the selec
And your voice,
tion for him. The next meeting will be
The passionate note of the first violin,
Intensifying the whole ....
held with Mrs. Austin Smith, Grace
—Le Baron Conk in Town and Country.
street.
Robert U. Collins is prepared to ren
Mrs. Bernice Snowman and Miss der assistance in making out Income
adv. tf.
Pearl Borgerson entertained 10 guests tax returns.
at a utility shower at Miss Borgersen's home on Park stret last evening
in honor of Miss Elizabeth Colburn.
The decorations were in green and
white and refreshments were served.
Mrs. Sumner B. Perry and Mrs. V. F.
Studley were hostesses'yeslerday at a
luncheon and auction, held within the
cozy environments cf the Copper Ket
tle Porch.
The decorations were old
rose and green—the latter in graceful
acknowledgment cf the anniversary of
St. Patrick’s Day.
There were 14
tables of auction, and as a result of the
keen competition these prizes wcre4
awarded: Mrs. B. C. Perry, colonial
mirror; Mrs. Hilda Benson, pillow:
Mrs. Lucius Howe, Camden, boudoir
lamp: Mrs. J. L. Beaton, pillow slips;
Mrs. A, R. Batchelder, luncheon vloth;
Mrs. G. W. Bachelder, silk shirt; Mrs,
E. Stuart Orbeton, silk hose; Mrs.
Harold B, Burgess, pillow;
Miss
Plironia Johnson, potted hyacinth:
Mrs. J. F. Carver, powder: Mrs. F. D.
Achorn, bridge cover: Mrs. A. R. Hav
ener, cold cream; Mrs. ♦’red F. Veazie,
bath salts; Mrs. Fred Linekin, sta
tionery.
The centerpiece for the lun
cheon tables was a large bouquet of
green pinks.
The favors were green,
nnd 'the hand-painted place cards
made by John Newman were very
tasty.
The entire affair was one of
the season's prettiest.

Mrs. John Spear of Thomaston and
Mrs. Linwood Beal of Phillips were
guests of Mrs. Cora Austin and Mrs. A.
R. Leadbetter recently.
Mrs. C.'P. Morrill of Spruce Head is
the guest of Mrs. Delora Morrill for a
few days.
Mrs. Olive Walker Is confined to her
home with bronchitis.
• Capt. Bert Simmons of Rockland was
a recent guest at the home of his fath
er Capt. A. D. Simmons.
Mrs. Frederick Richards and son
Carroll arc guests at Joseph Andrews
in West Rockport for a fe v days.
Mrs. Elizabeth C. Spear will enter
tain the Twentieth Century Club Fri
day aftrnoon at the home of her
daughter Mrs. Louise Holbrook.
Mrs. Sarah Buzzell left' Saturday for
Bangor where she will be the guest
of her daughter Mrs. C. E. Walmsley.
The remains of Mrs Haze! Muilin whose death occurred at her home
in Dorchester, Miss., were brought
here Saturday and funeral strviees
were held Sunday afternoon at. two
o’clock at the home of her father Le
ander Welt, Rev. Andrew Young of
the Baptist church officiating.
Miss Mabel Howe of Camden was
the guest of her sister, Mrs. Ella
Overlock.
Mrs. Ethel Heffstrom of Evierett,
Mass, and Mrs. Lula Sheldon of
Boston are in town called here by the
illness of their mother, Mrs. E. L.
Richards.
At the Baptist church Sunday
morning the "Upstreamers" presented
the church with 25 very nice Bibles.
Appropriate exercises were held and
the pastor, Rev. Andrew Young in
behalf of the church thanked the boys
and their efficient teacher, Miss Vir
ginia Bean for the very acceptable
gift.
His sermon was most fitting
to the occasion, the subject of which
was “The Possibilities of Youth."
Miss Blanche Welt of Boston is in
town called here by the death of her
sister, Mrs. Hazel Mullen.
The home of M.rs. Millie Rankin on
Commercial street was the scene of
a very pleasant occasion last Thurs
day evening, when a surprise party
was given A. O. Bills of Hope who
is spending the winter in town.
The
party was given In honor of his 83d
birthday.
Mr. Bills is a veteran of
the Civil War and has an aged
brother living in Hope who was un
able to be present to share in the fes
tivities of the occasion.
A delicious
chicken supper was served and the
host was presented with a birthdaycake lighted with S3 candles.
Those
present were Mrs. H. C. Goding of
Hope, Mrs. Nellie Wilkins, Miss
Clemaret
Walden,
Mrs.
Albert
Crockett, Mrs. Abbie Higgins, Mrs.
Carrie Higgins and
Mrs.
Myrtle
Murah of Camden.
Mr. Bills re
ceived congratulations and
best
wishes for happy returns of the oc
casion.
Sunday night was the closing meet
ing of a two weeks series of union
services held at the Methodist and
Baptist churches and was afidressed
by Capt. Dixon of the Salvation
Army. Rockland.
The service was
held in the Methodist church and was
well attended as hais been the other
services in the series.
Joseph Uppling of Boston has Sean lending the
singing and serving faithfully as so
loist.
In the cloidng service he
gave special numbers both in sing
ing and whistling.
Other numbers
on the program were cornet solos by
Cleveland Whittier and a selection
by a quartette including Mrs. W. L.
Ballard. Mrs. E. O. Patterson, Mrs.
Amy Miller and Jlr. Uppling, Miss
Mattie Russell organist.
The best
speakers obtainable from the adjoin
ing towns have aided in the services
and their hearty cooperation has been
greatly appreciated, both by the lis
teners and the pastors who had the
meetings in charge.
Mr. Uppling
who left Monday morning for Boston,
thanked the people of Rockport who
had received him so co'wteously and
made his stay so enjoyable.
A fare-

EMPIRE
THE THEATRE AROUND THE
CORNER

Last Showings Today

“CROOKED ALLEY”
From a “Boston Blaekie" Story by
Jack Boyle with an Unusual All Star
Cast.
TWO REEL WESTERN
BEST IN SCENIC

Wednesday-Thursday

BETTY BLYTHE
“THE TRUTH
ABOUT WIVES”
A Picture Wihich Beats With the
Pulse of Lives and Wives.
COMEDY
PATHE NEWS

FRIDAY -SAT U RDA Y
“NOT A DRUM WAS HEARD”

" The Strand
JOSEPH DONDI8. Meneyer.

TODAY

JAMES J. O'HARA. Organist

WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY

The famous stage success—

“THREE
WISE
FOOLS”
You’ll hold tight to your seat dur
ing this thrilling picture: The break
from jail of hundreds ef convicts;
the mad dash for freedom in a milea-minute armored car; the pursuit
by airplane; the attempt at ven
geance by an escaped convict, and
many other great moments.
PRICES...............25c and 35c

Here are two good features—

Trixie Friganza

SATISFIED
No need to spend a cent tor this advertisement.
Why ? Because everybody who has attended the
Going Out ot Business Sale of George R. Deering Co.,
ot Rockport, Me., is SATISFIED. And a satisfied
customer is the biggest kind ot an advertisement a
Sale can have.
People came in with that knowing look of “how
much have you marked them up/' only to go out
with their .arms full of good merchandise-thought at
the lowest prices ever quoted before in Knox County.
We doubt if as much merchandise was ever sold
at retail in Knox County as we sold last Saturday,
the opening day. While of course some lines are
closed out, there is still a big assortment to choose
from. If you want any Hardware, Shoes, Gents' Fur
nishings, Hosiery, Dry Goods, Tobacco, Toilet
Articles, or Kitchen Ware, don't fail to visit this sale.
The only thing that is limited is the time. We close
the doors April 1st—so act at once, for never again
will such a Buying Opportunity occur.
REMEMBER TIIE

PEACE

Geo. R. Deering Co.
ROCKPORT, ME.
1
well reception was held at tho close
WARREN
of the service.
The Feast of the Little Lanterns"
Mrs. Kathryn Overlook was a week
a Chinese eperetta by Paul Bliss was
presented at Penobscot View Grange end guest)of Mrs. Mary Montgomery.
hall, Glencove, Friday evening by
James, small son of Mr. and Mrs.
the Rockptrt Girls Glee Club for tlie
Ralph
D. Wentworth is ill with wlioopschool music fund and was enjoyed
by a large audience.
The following J 'nF cough.
is the cast: Marion Upham, Princess
Warren picture fans no doubt
Chan; Mary Brann. Mai Ku; Helen noticed in tlie Sunday Post where the
Clancy, Ow Long: Rita Packard, Wee "Drivin’ Fool,” which Mr. Prescott
Ling; Chorus—Merle Richards, Hazel showed here several weeks ago, was
Wincapaw, Ruth Packard, Lillian advertised to appear at the Fenway
Miller, Isabelle Perry, Cora Robbins, Theatre in Eoston on the St. Patrick's
Doris Ballard, Mabel Marcello, Jo day program.
sephine Brown, Wilma Carroll, Mil
The S. P. D. Club held its annual
dred Heal, Margaret Upham, Irene get-to-gethcr Monday with dinner at
Linden, Helen Crockett, Gudrun Hei- the Thorndike Hotel in Rockland fol*
stad, Mabel DaucetJ, Gwendolyn Mor lowed by an afternoon at Strand
rill, Bessie Wall and Dorothy Fields. Theatre.
The stage settings were especially
Mrs. Viola Hussey and daughter of
attractive and typical of the Oriental Winslow’s Mills arrived Sunday and
country.
Streamers of crepe paper will stay for two weeks with Mrs. T.
and brilliant clored lanterns and fans N. Robinson, who is ill. Mrs. Dennis
were effectively used.
The cos Stahl who has been with Mrs. Robin
tumes were designed and executed by son returned home to North Waldo
Mrs. Esther Bird of Rockland dircc-’ boro Thursday.
tor of the art department in the
The Grange Circle met on Saturday
schools.
The Chinese music is diffi
with Mrs. Harold Sawyer. The usual
cult and the splendid manner in
6 o’clock supper was served to an ap
which it was rendered under the effi
cient direction of Mrs. Ruth E. San preciative crowd. It is suspected this

born, instructor of music, reflects
much credit on both pupils and
teacher.
The soloists and ehoifus
were ably supported by Miss Char
lotte Cross whose work as accom
panist ddsen-ves special mention.
Miss Marion Upham who has an un
usually sweet voice rendered her
part very pleasingly.
Miss Helen
Clancy in the difficult part of Ow
Long was exceptionally good as was
also Miss Rita Packard.
Miss Mary
Brann in the Poppy Dance and Miss
Isabelle Perry in the Sword Dance
were very graceful and received much
applause.
The chorus showed care
ful training and the production was
one of the most difficult and pleasing
ever given in Rockport.
The cos
tumes of Prlncqss Chan and Wee
Ling were kindly loaned by Mrs. Ella
Grimes of Rockland who has recent')’
returned from China.
Japanese fans
were also loaned -by H. Heistad and
lanterns by the Central Maine Power
Co. which were greatly appreciated
and added much to the attractiveness
of the stage settings.
After the
finale the chorus Joined heartily in
singing the High School Song.
Prin.
R. A. Burns presented Miss Ruth
Packard with a box of candy for sell
ing the largest number of tickets.
Flashlight pictures were taken by
photographer E. A. Champncy.

PARK

circle has some excellent cooks as the
attendance of about 40 seldom varies.
No member failing to lie present.
T. N. Robinson is booking orders for
early deliveries of next winter's coal
supply.
Miss Helen Starrett acted as librar
ian Saturday afternoon in the ahsonce '
of Mrs. Watts.
Mrs. C'larra Lermond makes a splen
did showing of doing her bit to compete in tlie race witli Warren appetites
ot her new cafe. Fresh made home
baked breads, pastry and doughnuts
are on display.
, Willis Vinal has lieen Improving the
quarters for ilia new ice cream business
and getting in readiness for a busy
season.
Spear- Haupt
A very pretty wedding took place at
2.30 Sunday afternoon when Chester If.
Spear anil Rutli E. Haupt, both of
Warrell, were united in marriage l>y
Rev. J. M. Rem!ek. the doulde ring
ceremony lieig used. ftelatives and
friends of bride and groom were pres
ent. At Hie close of tlie ceremony light
refreahments were served. All wisli
them good luck in their newly fur
nished home at Monument square.

MATINEE, 10c, 17c
EVENING, 10c, 17c, 22c
THREE SHOWS—2:00, 6:45, 8:30

The Theatre with the Big Pictures

POLA

LAST TIME

NEGRI

“SHADOWS OF PARIS”

TODAY

A Great Picturo

NEWS

HIGH CLASS COMEDY

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
FRIENDS, CITIZENS, MEET—
BITTY COMPSON
RICHARD PIX
LEWIS STONE
THLIY MARSHALL

JOSEPHHEMABCRY
nitli***
” •*
AealJ»-«WK9R

*/

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
I would like to express appreciation In
behalf of the Rockport Girls’ Glee
Club and personally to all who contri
buted so generously to the success of
“Tile Feast of the Little Lanterns,’
and particularly to -the following who
rendered such willing assistance: Miss
Charlotte Cross, Mrs. Esther Bird,
Ralph Burns, MPs. Florence Thurston.
Mrs. Elia Grimes, Mr. Heistead, W. H.
Glover Co., Penobscot View Grange
and the Central Maine Power Co. The
music funel has been substantially re
inforced and will be the means of add
ing materially to that department In
the near future.
Ruth E. Sanborn, Supervisor.

This Drama Takes Such Tremendous Hold of You, You’ll Be Hold

In Suspense Throughout, and You'll Come Away With the Firm
Conviction That You’ve Seen a Truly Great Picture.
FABLES

NEWEST COMEDY

FRI.-SAT.

COM. SOON

LATEST NEWS

“THE ACQUITTAL,” ALL STAR CAST
“THE GOLD DIGGERS,” With a Great Qast

—IN—

“Mind Over Motor”
(By Mary Roberts Rinehart)
—AND—

ROCKLAND

SAVINGS

ROCKLAND, - - - MAINE

Pete Morrison
“SMIUN7 ON”

Office Hours—9 to 3

Saturdays 9 to 12

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

“THE

RIP

TIDE”

The most astounding picture ever made

Know the tremendous pull
ing power of Courier-Gazette
ads.

Safety Deposit Boxes to Rent

BANK
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SOUTHLAND

THE

WESTERN PIONEER TELLS
Things Knox County People Encountered In Motoring To
Florida To Enjoy a Winter Home.
INTERESTING EXPERIENCE
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
[the land of promise were further off
You might, If you wish, call this ' than we had expected, and we con
cluded to strike across country for
“First Impressions of the Southland.”
Sarasota, a place which had been
Another season here may change our highly recommended both for work and
ideas, but this is as we see it now. for climate. So we started west from
and our North Haven friends may be Melbourne, travelling eight miles over
a boggy place on a railroad train of
interested.
fiat cars, camped at I.ake Alfred (ex
In our party are Mr. and Mrs. Au cellent) and at Tampa, and then south
gustine Whitmore and daughter Clara, again, and here we are, and we are
and Mr. and Mrs. Willard L. Ladd. We not disappointed. Work was found at
covered a considerable portion of the once. We have been here ia camp fivd
tourist section of this State before ar weeks but Gus and Will have pur
riving at Sarasota, having travelled chased a hnuselot and are putting up
over 2400 miles in two X'o. 4 (Baby) a bung. low. which we hope to get into
Overlands, which gave us not the before long, unless we have a chance
slightest trouble during the entire trip. to sell.
This letter is being written early in
This is a fine little city, a miniature
January', nnd so far the trip has been St Petersburg. I should say, and prob
a great experience for us. Generally ably offers us more chance than the
speaking, we like Florida very much larger city would. There seems to be
anti are glad we came.
a great opportunity for the small in
The journey down was made with vestor as well as the larger. House
out mishap. The Ladds left home Oct. lots arc selling anil bungalows going up
30 and spent five days visiting friends on every street within a mile of the
and relatives along the road, joining centre, anel there are not too many
the Whitmore party at Marlboro. workers, ns there seemetl to he in the
Mass., and actually starting on the east. Much money is pouring in and
long grind from there, on Nov. 4. We development is rapid.
made good speed where possible, but
in portions of Virginia, the Carollnas
One of our most interesteel men is
and Georgia we encountered some very
bad goin anti lost considerable time. John Ringling, of circus fame. He has
We were fortunate, however, to have a fine estate at Indian Beach and two
come before the fall rains. Two weeks of his large and elegantly equipped
later travellers were held up several yachts are in the harbor. He puts up
days at certain points on account of banks and office buildings and for some
washouts, and a friend of ours writes time has been planning for the con
that it took him five days to come struction of a two million dolar cause
through Georgia. We have heard also way from the city to Long Key. which
from the Deanes and the Lermonds in will do much toward developing the
Palatka and are looking forward to an city. His latest act is to induce the
early visit from them. We expected New York Giants to spend the winter
to camp nights when we reached New- here. This will help tremendously to
Jersey, but found it very cold and did boom the city. I imagine he is consid
tot get up courage until we got as fat ered the great benefactor and devel
as Southern Pines, and then we nearly oper of this city as Flagler was of the
froze; in fact we were cold every night state.
The country along this side seems
until we reached southern Florida, and
now we find it cool for camping, but not as pretty as the east coast. I supthink it would be very comfortable ncse .because younger and less culti
vated. but the climate we think is betwithin wooden walls.
Filled with anticipation we entered t(r; it seems cooler. Sometimes the
Florida, on the eleventh day out. At sun Is very hot hut there Is always a
Jacksonville we received mail from cool breeze. At any rate, we do not
home but did not stop as we were feel the heat as we did in the east.
anxious to push on. St. Augustine is The evenings are beautiful; cool, yet
lovely; we were charmed by its beauty warm enough to be comfortable out
and quaintness. Daytona also is love side. The climate really is the won
ly, and all along the way for a hundred derful thing about this seetion; nearly
or so miles south is the prettiest port every day is fine and warm. Once in
we have seen. The paved road runs two or three weeks we have a rainy
along the shore for miles, and on eithei day, but the sun always comes out at
side, are many varieties of palm with sometime during the day. Heavy dews,
the poinsettia and hibiscus, or the sometimes very heavy, give th? neces
overhanging oak limbs covered with sary moisture during the winter sea
the long stream<rs of the grey Spanish son. There seems to be water In plenty
everywhere under
ground;
above
moss.
West Palm Beach and Miami are ground, however, does look to us flat.
splendid, big. busy places, but neither =andy and barren, excepting In places
somehow, seemed to be exactly the under cultivation, where plenty of
place for us. In between are dozens of sprinkling is done.
Regarding scenery, they say the
smaller places, all more or less inter
finest seetion is through the lake re
esting.
About this time it seemed as though gion in the central part of the state.

$ouooo Miles
of Satisfaction
Here is one automobile you can
keep three, lour, five or more years.
The quiet Willys-Knight sleevevalve engine actually improves with
use/ Owners report 50,000 miles
and more without a single engine
adjustment. No valve-grinding or
carbon-cleaning. More satisfaction
per dollar than you ever dreamed a
car could give you. Touring $1175;
Coupe-Sedan $1450 ; 5'pass. Sedan
$1795, f- o. b. Toledo.

WILLYS ■
KNIGHT
George M. Simmons
ROCKLAND AGENT

23 Tillson Avenue.

Tel. 4W

Frank Rikert, Who Left
Illinois For California In
Covered Wagon In 1864,
Wouldn’t Take $100 For
Bottle of Tanlac.
Frank Itlkerj, well-known resident
of North Sacramento, Cal., who came
to the state from Illinois in a covered
wagon in I£64, along with other1 hardy
pioneers, recently exhibited a bottle of
Tanlac. which he had just purchased,
t.i a friend at his home ar.d remarked;
"If I thought this was the last bottle
of Tanlac 1 would ever be able to buy,
I wouldn't take one hundred dollars
for it," thus proving the high valuation

We touched only the northern end of
:hnt.
The orange and grapefruit
groves are very lovely, especially
hrough the central part cf the state.
Ve have seen also bananas growing,
.he cocoanut palm and many other
varieties of palm.
There is much
southern pine end sometimes the
Spanish moss spreads to all the trees
of the forest, although I believe it be
gins with the oak. We also had the
pleasure of picking cotton in Virgin!^,
the Carollnas and Georgia. Before we
left home we were warned against
snakes, mosquitoes and other pests, but
have seen only one large, poisonous
snake, a moccasin, one or two alligagators and several large turtles. Just
now the small black flies are beginning
to be troublesome, so probably netting
time is near. Mosquitoes have both
ered very little.
• • • •
The beaches are beautiful. There
re several within short driving disar.ee of the city. The waters of the
Gulf are of vivid colorings, bright
blues and greens as a rule, and the
sand, miles of it. almost as white as
snow. Some Sunday afternoons we
drive across a long bridge over Sarsota Bay. then cross a shorter one
over one of the many bayons, then
cross the narrow strip of Siesta Key to
the Gulf (the whole a drive of about
five miles) and spend hours driving on
the hard white sand, and shell-huntrg. There are millions of shells and
they look so beautiful. When we reach
home and they dry eff they are less
ttractive, still we continue to gather
them. We have not yet taken time to
gc far enough to find any shells of
value. We are told we must find them
alive to get the gloss which makes
hem so. Most of the lady campers
do wonderful shell, bead and pineneedle work, making beautiful neck
laces, baskets, etc.
'here are several churches. We
have attended the Methodist, tlie larg
est. whose pastor invited us. A large
building for the Baptists is about to
be erected.
Our houselots are less than a mile
south, in the direction of the city’s
greatest growth, and only 200 feet from
the Tamiami Trail,.the through-roadway of the West coast.

he places on the famous treatment.
"I believe Tanlac really saved my
life when 1 took it after the Flu about
a year ago,” continued Mr. Rikert, “for
the attack left me 20 pounds off in
weight, nnd unable to turn over in my
bed without assistance. I Lpll you, I
thought my time had surely come.
"But thanks to my wife's insistence.
I kept on taking Tanlac till I was able
to do all my work again, had back all
my lost weight, and I've been feeling
years younger ever since. I'm always
telling my friends about Tanlac, and
can't say too much for it.”
Tanlac is for sale by all good drug
gists. Accept no substitute. Over 40
million bottles sold.

□odseBrothers
TOURINB

CAR

i So universal is the car’s reputation
for long life, that exceptional
mileage records no longer excite
surprise.

Touring Cars that were built by
Dodge Brothers during the first
year of their existence as motor
car manufacturers, are still in
active daily service.

Take Tanlac Vegetable Pils.

rain, and tourists who have been com
ing here for twenty years say they never
knew of such a spell of weather.
Now. the days are again warm and de
lightful. Also, w. have found some of
the scarcer shells, the sunset clams.
Panama and coffee shells. The Giants
are here, making things lively. We
had our visit from ihe Deanes and the
Lermonds, and weren't we glad to see
(he familiar faces 1 We look forward
tc returning in April.
Aimee G. Ladd.
Sarasota, Florida. March 10.

The

Price

is

$895 1?. o. b.

Detroit—

$930 delivered

DYER’S GARAGE INC.
46 Park Street - - - Rockland

SOUTH THOMASTON

The building owned by I. J. Putnam,
which has been used as a pool room
below and Knights of Pythias lodge
rooms above, has been sold to Harry
Smith and will he torn down and
moved to the Smith premises to he
utilized In building hen houses. Joseph
Baum has bought a barn of Gilford
Butler and will move it to the lot
where the Putnam building stood.
Changes which print to prosperity lo ik
good to us.
A supper and dance is to be given
by the Masonic Building Association
Jn Grange hall. March 28. it is hoped
the weather will favor the project as
there is need of funus to complete the
renovations necessary on the Masonic
hall. Much has been done and much
more needs to be d me to put the build
ing into proper shape.
Mrs. E’.vie
Curtis, worthy matron of Forget-MeNot Chapter, O. E. S., has tho supper
in charge and everyone will be as
sured ot a good feed. Remember the
date and make a special effort to come.
Mumps, colds and other epidemics
have kept people indoors continually
of late.
Limerock Valley Pomona will con
©D. B.
vene with Wessaweskeag Grange this
coming Saturday. A good time is al
ways assured when Pom ma comes to
town. . A good supper, an interesting
program and the meeting with Po
mona brothers ar.d sisters is always a
pleasant prospect. A good delegation
both from townspeople and cut of
telia how Lady Hamilton rose to the of ‘ Way Down East,” the exquisite
townees is expeetetj.
OUR GRANGE CORNER greatest
• * * •
heights obtainable, how Lore! ness cf “Over the Hill" and the
Nelson, the hero of Trafalgar, achieved strength of "The Four Horsemen."
South Thomastonites were pleased
Limerock
Valley
Pomona
meets
with
distinction, making one cf the great Harold Lloyd will be seen in “High
to see Dr. II. W. Frohoci: become a
member cf Rockland's school beard Wessaweskeag Grange. South Thom est epics in history. It has the feeling and Dizzy.”
It is well that tve have cur cars. this recent election. The doctor is an aston, Saturday, at 2 p. m. and the lec
Distances are so great that one can do ex-resident cf this town and while turer plans to offer the following pro
almost nothing without a car. At here stri^.l t’ery efficiently on the gram; Music; address of welcome,
times there is an almost continual schorl bcaril. the board of health and Scott A. Rackliff, master of Wessawes
in the capacity of a resident physician. keag Grange; response, Leon (). Crock
procession of them along the trail.
Regarding our camp life, since com And by tho way. the town very much ett. overseer, Meguntlcook Grange;
ing to Sarasota we have stayed at needs a resident physician as it bus violin solo, Bernice Hooper: recitation.
Gregory;
"The
Public
Poms Park Tourist Camp, where we had rune since Dr. Frohock left. Every Elizabeth
have all modern toilet arrangements body here wishes that some rising School,” Fred A. Blackington: vocal
electric lights and a grocery store, all young student of medicine would con solo. Edwin Storms, Jr.: recitation.
foi one dollar per week. If we had not sider this little town. As It is now a Della B. Woodcock; “Wherein is pres
thought of building could have made very ill person imlght die lief .re a ent day taxation most oppressive and
i urselves very comfortable for an al' doctor could lie secured, especially dur how shall we seek relief?” discussed
winter's stay by building a wooden floor ing the winter months when traveling by Charles E. Gregory. Frank E. Post.
is had. It is not only unsafe and Harold II. Nash and Ralph R. Rowell;
and otherwise improving our tents.
It is very interesting to be camping wrong but it is mighty expensive when music. In the evening Wessaweskeag
a doctor ca 1 be secured, and many a Grange will probably furnish one of
with parties from so many different
family has to do its next best because their excellent programs.
places. Right here are represented
it can’t afford th? price repeatedly.
Maine. New Hampshire. Massachu
Mrs. J. L. Allen is in Augusta for
setts. Rhode Island. New York, Penn
UNION
several w- ks with her daughter-insylvania, Maryland. Georgia, Ohio.
law, Mrs. Eugene Durrell (formerly
Michigan. Illinois. Iowa and northwest Mrs. Foster Allen).
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Payson returned
Canada, the majority being from Mich
Moulton Watts. Jonesboro is a guest Monday from a trip to Boston and
igan. Nearly everybody seems happy at the home of L. O. Hanley this week. vicinity.
no matter what annoyances arise, and Moulton ar.d Mont have been buddies
Mrs. Helen Hadley, who has been
light here let me say that we met with for many years.
with her husband for a two weeks'
the utmost courtesy all along the road
The I ad.es’ Aid of the M. E. church visit at Machias, is home again.
down from Maine, and throughout will hold its annual election dinner at
Charles Howe is at work for Mr.
this state, and at the many camping Grange hail the 24th. Come and eat Tracey at his portable mill on the
places the cheerful and helpful spirit whether cr not you are in politics.
Carter place.
prevails both among the caretakers
MADE AT BANGOR, MAINE
Carl Mitchell has received the ap
The first quarterly conference of
and the tourists.. The colored people the People’s church will be held at the pointment of postmaster to succeed
are just as kind and courteous as the home of Mrs. Emily Watts Thursday. Edward A. Matthews.
whites, and always ready to give road All the members, trustees and all in
Word has been received here from
directions or help in any other way.
terested in the church and its future friends at West Virginia that they are
We travelled over 1800 miles to Jack are invited to be present. Presiding having a terrible winter there, continu
This is not a cheap
sonville and 2400 to this place, yet let Elder. Mr. Marsh, will be present. This ous rain, ice and snow, making it very
furnace, it is the best
ters from home come ir. three days, meeting is also to determine whether uncomfortable. “Maine is good enough
and one of the heaviest
and airplanes circling overhead nearly or not the church will call a pastor for me.” Old February, who has al
ways had a hard name, has redeemed
every day makes us feel that we are for the coming year.
built, with asbestos be
herself this year and given us a beau
after all not so very far away in these
tween two double walls,
tiful
winter
month.
modern times.
ROCKLAND HIGHLANDS
inside the outside wall.
Mrs.
Lizzie
Hilt
is
soon
to
open
All of our party have been in good
All walls made of heav
lunch rooms in the Moneka block.
health during the entire time, and the
The storm of Wednesday put Severn
Miss Mary Ware’s Bible class gave
iest
galvanized iron.
one who came on account of asthma inches of snow in the ground, but so
has had not a touch of it since reach unevenly that teamsters complain that her a surprise party Thursday night
With double or single
Notwithstanding the party had been
ing Florida.
it l.as not improved the sledding, as postponed from time to time on account
feed door.
• * * *
the wind piled the snow in hummocks of the stormy weather, there were 15
Do not let anyone tell
Two months later.—We are living In leaving long stretches of road perfect present and a very enjoyable evening
cur house and glad in many ways, ly bare. Beal March weather while was spent with music and social chat.
you that it is not the
chiefly because cf a tremendous upset the storm lasted, with much bluster
best one built, because
James Griffin had the misfortune to
in weather conditions. For six weeks and doleful wails down the chimney.
badly sprain his ankle the past week.
our price is much lower
Two families have moved into the
jin January nnd February it was chilly
At the Town hall next Thursday will
than other high-grade
and showery, with one solid week of Will Kalloch house and one family is he seen that remarkable production
makes. The difference
occupying the George Daggett house. “The Affairs of Lady Hamilton,” in
The Gl.vcr house Is sold and will be which appear a cast of 10,000 people
is in the profit, not in
occupied soon and Martha Allen is ex with Liane Haiti, called the most beau
the quality.
pected home almost any day now, so tiful woman in the world. The storv
we shall no longer be a deserted neigh
I have a cheaper fur
borhood, all houses but one having
nace made by the Homer
tenants or expecting
them very
I Furnace Company, size
shortly.
22 inch, price $165.00,
Mrs. I.ucy Quinn of North Haven is
There ia no “cure,” but
visiting her son George on Rankin
but the Kineo Is the
street and will remain for a longer
the wheezy breathing
lowest ever offered. The 20 inch $175.00 or the 22
period than usual as she is suffering
that prevents sleep may
inch $185.00, all set up.
from a badly wrenched arm and
oftentimes be relieved by
shoulder and requires rest and medical
I am willing to put one of these in any home, if
inhaling the soothing
treatment.
suitable
for a one-pipe furnace, with a guarantee to
medicated vapors of—
Adella Veazie still retains a hori
satisfy or take it out after we have had some very cold
zontal position most of the time, hut
weather to test it. You need not make any payment
for the last month has been rather
more comfortable in some Ways than
until you arc satisfied.
when first disabled.
I have also made a 20% reduction on Kineo
Mrs. Fannie Langmaid is somewhat
Ranges and Heaters.
improved in health, but weakened by
her long confinement to the house.
You can buy an 8-20 Star Kineo Range, with high
No more wild stories are heard of
shelf for $60.80, delivered anywhere in Maine.
mumps, chicken pox and scarlet fever.
FULL LINE OF
Let us hope they have departed for
COLUMBIA RECORDS
at least another year. Those who are
counted as wiseacres feel quite sure
STONINGTON
that some of the so-called cases cf
scarlet fever were merely attacks of
Ta
ROCKLAND DISTRIBUTOR OF ALL KINEO PRODUCTION*
FURNITURE CO.
German measles, as the patients were
L. MARCUS, 31%-318 Main Street
278 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
not 111 at nil hut were isolated as a
ROCKLAND. MAINE
matter ot precaution.
[

Smoke with a smile

The smile of satis*
faction derived from
the mild fragrance
[.cigar
a

Yes, It's a Kineo
Pipeless Furnace
AT THE LOWEST PRICES EVER OFFERED

ASTHMA

V. F. STUDLEY INC.
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